Introduction {#s1}
============

Plant small RNAs (sRNAs) regulate gene expression via the Argonaute (AGO)/RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), which is crucial for tissue development, stress physiology and activating immunity ([@bib18]; [@bib33]; [@bib41]). The fungal plant pathogen *Botrytis cinerea*, secretes sRNAs that hijack the plant AGO/RISC in Arabidopsis, and *B. cinerea* sRNAs induce host gene silencing to support virulence ([@bib76]), a mechanism known as cross-kingdom RNA interference (ck-RNAi) ([@bib77]). In fungal-plant interactions, ck-RNAi is bidirectional, as plant-originated sRNAs are secreted into fungal pathogens and trigger gene silencing of virulence genes ([@bib14]; [@bib80]). It is currently not known, how important ck-RNAi is for pathogen virulence in general and whether other kingdoms of microbial pathogens, such as oomycetes, transfer sRNAs into hosts to support virulence.

Oomycetes comprise some of the most notorious plant pathogens and belong to the eukaryotic phylum stramenopiles, which diverged from animals, plants and fungi over 1.5 billion years ago ([@bib58]). Here, we demonstrate that sRNAs of the downy mildew causing oomycete *Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis* are associated with the host plant\'s *Arabidopsis thaliana* AGO1/RISC and that these mobile oomycete sRNAs are crucial for virulence by silencing plant host defence genes.

Results {#s2}
=======

Oomycete sRNAs associate with the plant AGO1 {#s2-1}
--------------------------------------------

We used the oomycete *Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis* isolate Noco2 as an inoculum that is virulent on the host plant *A. thaliana* ecotype Col-0 ([@bib42]). We presumed that *H. arabidopsidis* can produce sRNAs, as sRNA biogenesis genes like *RNA-dependent RNA polymerases* (*RDR*s) and *Dicer-like* (*DCL*) were discovered in the genome ([@bib11]). In order to identify oomycete sRNAs that were expressed during infection and might be transferred into plant cells, we performed two types of sRNA-seq experiments. First, we sequenced sRNAs isolated from total RNA extracts at 4 and 7 days post inoculation (dpi) together with mock-treated plants. Second, we sequenced sRNAs isolated from *At*AGO1 immunopurification (*At*AGO1-IP) samples to seek for translocated oomycete sRNAs. We chose *At*AGO1-IP for sequencing, because *At*AGO1 is constitutively expressed and forms the major RISC in Arabidopsis ([@bib70]), and sRNAs of fungal pathogens were previously found to be associated with *At*AGO1 during infection ([@bib74]; [@bib76]). An overview of *A. thaliana* and *H. arabidopsidis* sRNA (*Hpa*sRNA) read numbers identified in all sRNA-seq experiments is given in [Supplementary file 1](#supp1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Size profiles of *Hpa*sRNA reads in total sRNA samples depicted two major peaks of 21 nucleotides (nt) and 25 nt ([Figure 1a](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that at least two categories of sRNAs occurred in this oomycete species. Similar sRNA size profiles were previously reported for plant pathogenic *Phytophthora* species ([@bib26]; [@bib36]). The identified *Hpa*sRNAs mapped in different amounts to distinct regions of a *H. arabidopsidis* reference genome including ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), small nuclear/nucleolar RNA (snRNA/snoRNA), protein-coding messenger RNA (mRNA, cDNA) and non-annotated regions ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1a](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). After filtering out rRNA, tRNA and snRNA/snoRNA reads, *Hpa*sRNAs mapping to protein-coding genes and non-annotated regions still displayed 21 nt as well as 25 nt size enrichment ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1b](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}) with 5' terminal uracil (U) enrichment ([Figure 1b](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). We also identified *Hpa*sRNA reads in the *At*AGO1-IP sRNA-seq data providing evidence that *Hpa*sRNAs associated with this host AGO-RISC. The *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNAs revealed a strong enrichment for 21 nt reads with 5' terminal U preference ([Figure 1c](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). *At*AGO1 is known to bind preferentially endogenous 21 nt sRNAs with 5' terminal U ([@bib53]), and we confirmed such *At*AGO1-binding preference to endogenous Arabidopsis sRNAs in our dataset ([Figure 1---figure supplement 1c](#fig1s1){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, we suspected that *Hpa*sRNAs bound to *At*AGO1 during infection might have the potential to silence plant genes. To follow this line, we focussed on 133 unique *Hpa*sRNA reads that were present in the sRNA-seq data of total RNAs from infected samples with read counts \> 5 reads per million and in at least one read in the *At*AGO1-IP sRNA-seq dataset. Among those, 34 *Hpa*sRNAs were predicted to target as a minimum one *A. thaliana* mRNA with stringent cut-off criteria. Most of the *At*AGO1-bound *Hpa*sRNAs with predicted Arabidopsis target genes mapped to non-annotated, intergenic regions in the *H. arabidopsidis* genome ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These *Hpa*sRNAs were found to be enriched in *At*AGO1-IP data compared to *At*AGO2-IP in an additional comparative AGO-IP sRNA-seq experiment ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

![*Hpa*sRNAs translocated into the plant *At*AGO1 and induced host target silencing in infected plant cells.\
(**a**) Size profile of *Hpa*sRNAs revealed two size peaks at 21 nt and 25 nt at 4 and 7 dpi. (**b**) The frequency of the first nucleotide at 5' terminal positions of *Hpa*sRNAs mapping to cDNAs or non-annotated regions revealed bias towards uracil. (**c**) Size distribution and first nucleotide analysis of *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNAs showed size preference at 21 nt with 5' terminal uracil. (**d**) A novel Csy4/GUS reporter construct was assembled to detect *Hpa*sRNA-directed gene silencing, reporting GUS activity if *Hpa*sRNAs were functional to suppress Csy4 expression sequence-specificly. (**e**) GUS staining of infected leaves at two magnifications revealed sequence-specific reporter silencing at 4 dpi. Csy4 with *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hpa*sRNA90 target sequences (ts) is depicted on the top and with random scrambled ts on the bottom. Red arrows indicate *H. arabidopsidis* hyphae in the higher magnification images. Scale bars indicate 50 µm. Numbers in the micrographs indicate number of leaves showing GUS activity per total leaves inspected.](elife-56096-fig1){#fig1}

Two predicted Arabidopsis mRNAs targets of *Hpa*sRNAs are down-regulated upon infection {#s2-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

In the following assays to investigate the function of *Hpa*sRNAs in ck-RNAi, we chose the *At*AGO1-enriched sRNA candidates *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hp*asRNA90. These two *Hpa*sRNAs were predicted to target the Arabidopsis *WITH NO LYSINE (K) KINASE* (*AtWNK*)2 and the extracellular protease *APOPLASTIC, ENHANCED DISEASE SUSCEPTIBILITY1-DEPENDENT* (*AtAED*)*3*, respectively ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). We focussed on these two *Hpa*sRNAs and target genes, because *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* mRNA levels were lower in leaves infected with a virulent *H. arabidopsidis* strain compared to an avirulent in a previous RNA-seq study ([@bib5]), suggesting a negative impact of *H. arabidopsidis* proliferation on target transcript accumulation. Further on, members of the WNK protein family as well as *At*AED3 have been previously linked to plant stress response and immunity, respectively ([@bib6]; [@bib15]). We confirmed expression of *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hpa*sRNA90 in infected plants at 4 and 7 dpi by stem-loop reverse transcriptase (RT)-PCR ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}). We then performed quantitative (q)RT-PCR to measure *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* mRNAs expressed in whole seedling leaves of wild type (WT) plants upon *H. arabidopsidis* infection or mock treatment. We used the *atago1-27* mutant as a control line, because we anticipated that target suppression should fail in this mutant. Indeed, *AtAED3* was significantly down-regulated upon *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation at 7 dpi, and *AtWNK2* expression indicated moderate suppression at 4 dpi in WT plants, when compared to mock-treated plants ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3a](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). Because the down-regulation effects were rather moderate, we repeated this experiment with a second independent *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation that validated the qRT-PCR results ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3b](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). In support of *At*AGO1-mediated target silencing through *Hpa*sRNAs, WT-like suppression of *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* was not observed in the *atago1-27* background ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). However, *AtAED3* expression data also indicated down-regulation upon mock treatment during the course of the experiment that might have been caused by the almost 100% relative air humidity during the assay. Moreover, higher transcript levels were measured in *atago1-27* before infection when compared to WT plants.

As Arabidopsis target transcripts displayed expressional down-regulation upon *H. arabidopsidis* infection in WT plants, we wanted to explore, if *Hpa*sRNAs guided mRNA slicing of *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* through the host *At*AGO1/RISC during infection. *At*AGO1 possesses RNA cleavage activity on *At*miRNA-guided target mRNAs at the position 10/11 counted from the 5' end of the miRNA ([@bib52]). We performed 5' rapid amplification of cDNA-ends (RACE)-PCR analysis to determine the 5' ends of target transcripts in RNAs isolated from infected plants pooled from 4 and 7 dpi. We isolated PCR products at the predicted cleavage sizes ([Figure 1---figure supplement 4a](#fig1s4){ref-type="fig"}) for next generation sequencing analysis. In total, we obtained 58,954 and 88,697 reads mapping to *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3*, respectively. However, only a small fraction of reads (639 for *AtWNK2* and 17 for *AtAED3*) mapped at the predicted target sites, while most reads aligned to further 3' downstream regions indicating rapid RNA degradation ([Figure 1---figure supplement 4b](#fig1s4){ref-type="fig"}). The 5' ends that matched to the predicted target sites did not display any predominant peak at the expected cleavage position 10/11, but were rather scattered over the entire target sites ([Figure 1---figure supplement 4c](#fig1s4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, RACE-PCR did not support *Hpas*RNA-guided cleavage of the Arabidopsis target mRNAs.

*Hpa*sRNAs translocate into Arabidopsis and induce host gene silencing in infected plant cells {#s2-3}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To further examine if translocation of *Hpa*sRNAs into Arabidopsis was sufficient to induce plant gene silencing during infection, we designed a novel *in situ* silencing reporter. This reporter is based on the CRISPR endonuclease Csy4 that specifically binds to and cleaves a short RNA sequence motif ([@bib30]). We fused this cleavage motif to a *β-glucuronidase* (*GUS)* reporter gene to mark it for degradation by Csy4 ([Figure 1d](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Further on, we cloned the native *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* target sequences of *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hpa*sRNA90 as flanking tags to the Csy4 coding sequence that turned Csy4 into a target of these *Hpa*sRNAs. If *Hpa*sRNAs would be capable of silencing effectively the Csy4 transgene, we expected an activation of GUS. Moreover, we constructed control reporters with either a scrambled target sequence or with the binding sequence taken from the endogenous *At*miRNA164 target gene *AtCUC2* ([@bib57]) instead of the *Hpa*sRNA2/*Hpa*sRNA90 target sequences. With these control reporters, we intended to test if any *Hpa*sRNA2/*Hpa*sRNA90-independent suppression of Csy4 or any ck-RNAi-unrelated effect could result in GUS activation. Using the *At*miR164 target site, we anticipated to induce infection-independent local Csy4 silencing, because *At*miR164 expression in young, developing leaves was previously described to be locally restricted to defined regions at the leaf teeth and in the apical meristem ([@bib57]). To simulate *AtWNK2* target mRNA expression level of the Csy4 reporter transgene, we used a 2 kb-DNA fragment upstream of the *AtWNK2* start codon as a promoter sequence for all reporter constructs.

We transformed the reporter variants into Arabidopsis to examine the silencing efficiency of *Hpa*sRNAs on predicted plant targets upon infection. In each experiment, we tested at least three individual T1 lines per construct, and all plants appeared to be fully compatible with *H. arabidopsidis*. Csy4 successfully blocked GUS activity in plant cells that were not close to *H. arabidopsidis* infection sites ([Figure 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}), providing evidence for functional *GUS* repression by Csy4. Plants expressing Csy4 transcripts fused to *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hpa*sRNA90 target sequences highlighted GUS activation along the *H. arabidopsidis* hyphal infection front ([Figure 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). This experiment provided visual insights into the effective plant gene silencing by pathogen sRNAs, and thus let us assume that efficient sRNA translocation from the pathogen into the host cell occurred. GUS activity emerged only around the pathogen hyphae indicating that ck-RNAi did not spread further into distal regions away from primary infection sites. In contrast, Csy4 linked to a randomly scrambled or *At*miRNA164 target sequence did not express GUS activation around the *H. arabidopsidis* hyphae ([Figure 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}, [Figure 1---figure supplement 5a](#fig1s5){ref-type="fig"}). We concluded that GUS activity induced by *H. arabidopsidis* in plants expressing Csy4 fused to *Hpa*sRNA2/*Hpa*sRNA90 target sites was neither due to target sequence-unspecific regulation of Csy4 or GUS nor due to pathogen-triggered regulation of the *AtWNK2* promoter. Moreover, reporter plants did also not display any local GUS activity at infection sites when inoculated with the unrelated oomycete pathogen *Phytophthora capsici* ([Figure 1---figure supplement 5b](#fig1s5){ref-type="fig"}). This result further supported that the GUS reporter was activated specifically by *Hpa*sRNAs and not by infection stress.

Arabidopsis *atago1* exhibited enhanced disease resistance against downy mildew {#s2-4}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Over one hundred *Hpa*sRNAs were detected to associate with the plant AGO1/RISC during infection, with 34 *Hpa*sRNAs being predicted to silence 49 plant targets including stress-related genes ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Such *Hpa*sRNAs can induce host target gene silencing at the infection site ([Figure 1e](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Based on these observations, we hypothesized that *At*AGO1 was relevant for *H. arabidopsidis* to suppress plant defence genes for infection. To test this hypothesis, we compared the disease outcome of *atago1-27* with WT plants. The *atago1-27* line represents a hypomorphic mutant, and developmental alterations are relatively mild compared to other *atago1* mutant alleles ([@bib56]). Therefore, this *atago1* mutant line was suitable to perform pathogen infection assays. We stained infected leaves with Trypan Blue that visualized *H. arabidopsidis* infection structures and indicated plant cell death using a bright-field light microscope. The *atago1-27* plants exhibited a remarkable change of the disease phenotype by exhibiting dark Trypan Blue-stained host cells around hyphae instead of unstained plant cells colonized with *H. arabidopsidis* haustoria in WT plants ([Figure 2a](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). We interpreted this disease phenotype in *atago1-27* plants as trailing necrosis of plant cells, which has been described for sub-compatible *A. thaliana*/*H. arabidopsidis* interactions ([@bib21]). Indeed, the trailing necrosis co-occurred with enhanced disease resistance, because *H. arabidopsidis* DNA content was strongly reduced ([Figure 2b](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) and the number of *H. arabidopsidis* conidiospores was significantly lower in *atago1-27* ([Figure 2c](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Pathogen DNA content was also reduced in *atago1-27* cotyledons ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1a](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}) without displaying the trailing necrosis ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1b](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). This reduced disease phenotype was linked to *atago1* mutations, as independent hypomorphic mutant alleles of *atago1-45* and *atago1-46* also displayed trailing necrosis after *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation, albeit to a smaller extent ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1c](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). On the contrary, *atago2-1* and *atago4-2* did neither exhibit trailing necrosis nor reduced oomycete biomass ([Figure 2---figure supplement 1d--e](#fig2s1){ref-type="fig"}). We confirmed that *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hpa*sRNA90 preferably bound to *At*AGO1 compared to *At*AGO2 by *At*AGO-IP coupled to stem-loop RT-PCR ([Figure 2---figure supplement 2](#fig2s2){ref-type="fig"}). This result was consistent with the observed reduced disease level in the *atago1* mutant lines in contrast to *atago2-1*.

![Arabidopsis *atago1* exhibited enhanced disease resistance against *H. arabidopsidis*.\
(**a**) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images showed trailing necrosis around hyphae in *atago1-27*, but no necrosis on WT seedling leaves at 7 dpi. Red arrow in WT marks *H. arabidopsidis* haustorium, red arrow in* atago1-27* indicates trailing necrosis. (**b**) *H. arabidopsidis* genomic DNA was quantified in *atago1-27* and WT plants by qPCR at 4 dpi relative to plant genomic DNA represented by n ≥ four biological replicates. (**c**) Numbers of conidiospores per gram leaf fresh weight (FW) in *atago1-27* and WT plants at 7 dpi are represented by four biological replicates. (**d**) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images of *atdcl1-11* did not show any trailing necrosis at 7 dpi. (**e**) *H. arabidopsidis* genomic DNA in *atdcl1-11* and WT plants at 4 dpi were in tendency enhanced with n ≥ four biological replicates. (**f**) Number of conidiospores per gram leaf fresh weight (FW) in *atdcl1-11* at 7 dpi was significantly elevated compared to WT plants. (**g**) Trypan Blue-stained microscopy images of *atrdr6-15* and *atdcl2dcl3dcl4* showed no plant cell necrosis after inoculation with *H. arabidopsidis* at 7 dpi. (**h**) *H. arabidopsidis* genomic DNA content in leaves was elevated in *atrdr6-15* and *atdcl2dcl3dcl4* compared to WT at 4 dpi with n ≥ four biological replicates. Asterisk indicates statistically significant difference by one tailed Student's t-test with p≤0.05. Letters indicate groups of statistically significant difference by ANOVA followed by TukeyHSD with p≤0.05. Scale bars in all microscopy images indicate 50 µm and numbers in the micrographs represent observed leaves with necrosis per total inspected leaves.](elife-56096-fig2){#fig2}

Taken together, these data strongly suggested that translocated *Hpa*sRNAs act mainly through *At*AGO1 to suppress plant genes for infection. Nevertheless, increased disease resistance of *atago1* plants could have been caused by impaired function of plant endogenous sRNAs. For instance, *atago1* mutant plants as well as other miRNA pathway mutants, such as *atdcl1*, *athua enhancer(hen)1 athasty(hst)* or *atserrate(se)* show pleiotropic developmental defects because of impaired plant sRNA function ([@bib48]; [@bib70]). To test whether other miRNA pathway mutants also revealed enhanced disease resistance similar to *atago1* plants, we inoculated the *atdcl1-11* mutant line with *H. arabidopsidis*. We did not detect any trailing necrosis or reduced pathogen biomass, but in contrast a significantly increased number of conidiospores ([Figure 2d--f](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}) indicating a positive role of *A. thaliana* miRNAs in immune response against *H. arabidopsidis*. These results provided evidence that necrotic trailing and reduced pathogen susceptibility found in *atago1* was not due to the loss of a functional plant miRNA pathway. In support, we did also not observe trailing necrosis upon infection in the *atse-2*, *athen1-5* and *athst-6* mutants ([Figure 2---figure supplement 3](#fig2s3){ref-type="fig"}).

Since *atago1* exhibited trailing necrosis and reduced susceptibility to *H. arabidopsidis,* we wanted to examine if constant activation of defence-related marker genes corresponded with enhanced disease resistance. We profiled gene expression of the *A. thaliana* immunity marker gene *AtPATHOGENESIS-RELATED (PR)1. AtPR1* was neither faster nor stronger induced at 6, 12 or 18 h post inoculation in *atago1-27* compared to WT ([Figure 2---figure supplement 4a](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}). *AtPR1* and another immunity marker *AtPLANT-DEFENSIN (PDF)1.2* were not higher expressed in *atago1-27* at 1, 4 or 7 dpi compared to WT before or after infection ([Figure 2---figure supplement 4b--c](#fig2s4){ref-type="fig"}). To examine plant gene expression related to induced plant cell death, as observed in *ago1* mutants, we measured transcript levels of the two NADPH oxidases *At REACTIVE BURST OXIDASE HOMOLOG* (*AtRBOH*)*D* and *AtRBOHF*. Both genes are required for accumulation of reactive oxygen intermediates to suppress spread of cell death during plant defence ([@bib67]). Moreover, the *atrbohd* and *atrbohf* knockout mutant plants previously revealed increased plant cell death after *H. arabidopsidis* infection and were more resistant against this pathogen ([@bib66]). In consistence, we found that *AtRBOHD* and *AtRBOHF* were induced in WT plants at 7 dpi and were significantly higher expressed than in *atago1-27* ([Figure 2---figure supplement 5](#fig2s5){ref-type="fig"}). These results gave a first hint of a host defence pathway that might be affected due to *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNAs.

Plant miRNAs can initiate the production of secondary phased siRNAs (phasiRNAs), which negatively control the expression of *NLR* (*NOD-like receptor*) class *Resistance* (*R*) genes ([@bib47]; [@bib62]). Constitutive expression of *NLR* genes promotes immune responses such as spontaneous plant cell death resembling a hypersensitive response ([@bib45]). Therefore, lack of phasiRNAs in *atago1* could cause enhanced expression of *NLR*s leading to resistance against *H. arabidopsidis*. To examine *R* gene-based enhanced resistance due to lack of phasiRNAs, we inoculated the *atrdr6-15* and *atdcl2dcl3dcl4* mutants with *H. arabidopsidis* Noco2. The production of phasiRNAs depends on *At*RDR6 and *At*DCL2/*At*DCL3/*At*DCL4 ([@bib27]). Both mutants did not exhibit trailing necrosis ([Figure 2g](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}), but in contrast highlighted increased pathogen biomass upon inoculation with *H. arabidopsidis* ([Figure 2h](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Higher susceptibility of *atrdr6-15* and *atdcl2dcl3dcl4* to *H. arabidopsidis* was also in line with a previous report suggesting a role of Arabidopsis phasiRNAs in silencing of *Phytophothora* genes for host plant defence ([@bib32]).

In order to further explore whether *atago1-27* was more resistant to other biotrophic fungi or oomycetes, we performed infection assays with the powdery mildew fungus *Erysiphe cruciferarum* and the white rust oomycete *Albugo laibachii*. We did not observe any plant cell necrosis in neither pathogen. Moreover, there was neither a reduction in the pustules for *A. laibachii* nor in pathogen biomass of *E. cruciferarum* ([Figure 2---figure supplement 6a--d](#fig2s6){ref-type="fig"}). Taken together, the observed disease resistance of *atago1* plants against *H. arabidopsidis* was probably neither based on increased basal plant immunity nor on *R* gene-mediated resistance.

*Hpa*sRNAs are crucial for virulence {#s2-5}
------------------------------------

As we realized that *Hpa*sRNAs were associated with the host *At*AGO1-RISC, silenced plant target genes, and that Arabidopsis *atago1* mutants displayed reduced susceptibility towards *H. arabidopsidis* infection, we wanted to understand how important *Hpa*sRNAs were for *H. arabidopsidis *virulence. To shed light on the relevance of *Hpa*sRNAs for infection, we cloned and expressed a short-tandem-target-mimic (STTM) RNA in Arabidopsis to sequester *Hpa*sRNAs. The STTM strategy has been previously used to scavenge endogenous plant sRNAs and to prevent gene silencing of native target genes ([@bib65]). We designed a triple STTM transgene to simultaneously bind the pathogen sRNAs *Hpa*sRNA2, *Hpa*sRNA30, and *Hpa*sRNA90 by RNA base-pairing. A non-complementary 3-base loop structure at the position 10/11 counted from the 5' end of the *Hpa*sRNAs was deliberately incorporated to block potential cleavage by plant AGO/RISCs, as previously described ([@bib65]; [Figure 3a](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We included the *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNA30 in the triple STTM, because it was predicted to silence *AtWNK5* ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), a homolog of *AtWNK2*, thus we presumed that *Hpas*RNA30-induced *AtWNK5* suppression might also be important for virulence. The *Hpa*sRNA30 sequence mapped only to the *H. arabidopsidis*, but not the Arabidopsis genome, and we detected this *Hpa*sRNA in infected plants at 4 and 7 dpi by sRNA-seq and stem-loop RT-PCR ([Figure 1---figure supplement 2](#fig1s2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Remarkably, seven out of eleven individual STTM T1 transgenic lines resembled partially the trailing necrosis phenotype of *atago1* ([Figure 3b](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We isolated two stable STTM T2 lines (\#4, \#5). The STTM \#4 line showed target de-repression of *AtAED3* at 7 dpi and of *AtWNK2* at 4 dpi upon *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation when compared to plants expressing an empty vector control ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1a](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). These time points corresponded to target gene suppression as found by qRT-PCR analysis before ([Figure 1---figure supplement 3](#fig1s3){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, both STTM T2 lines exhibited reduced pathogen biomass ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1b](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}) and allowed significantly lower production of pathogen conidiospores ([Figure 3c](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We also cloned STTMs against an rRNA-derived *Hpa*sRNA as well as against a random scrambled sequence for expression in Arabidopsis. These two types of control STTMs did not exhibit trailing necrosis in at least five independent T1 transgenic lines upon *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation ([Figure 3d](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, we also did not observe disease resistance in transgenic plants expressing the STTM against *Hpa*sRNA2/*Hpa*sRNA30/*Hpa*sRNA90 when inoculated with the unrelated bacterial pathogen *Pseudomonas syringae* DC3000 ([Figure 3---figure supplement 1c](#fig3s1){ref-type="fig"}). These experiments provided evidence that the expression of anti-*Hpa*sRNA STTMs in Arabidopsis blocked *Hpa*sRNAs activity that resulted in reduced virulence of *H. arabidopsidis*.

![Translocated *Hpa*sRNAs were crucial for virulence.\
(**a**) A triple STTM construct was designed to target the three *Hpa*sRNAs *Hpa*sRNA2, *Hpa*sRNA30 and *Hpa*sRNA90 in Arabidopsis. (**b**) *A. thaliana* T1 plants expressing the triple STTM to scavenge *Hpa*sRNA2, *Hpa*sRNA30 and *Hpa*sRNA90 exhibited trailing necrosis at 7 dpi. (**c**) Number of conidiospores per gram FW was significantly reduced in two independent STTM-expressing Arabidopsis T2 lines (\#4, \#5) compared to WT. (**d**) Transgenic Arabidopsis plants in T1 expressing a STTM complementary to a rRNA-derived *Hpa*sRNA (STTM^rRNA^) or to a random scrambled (STTM^scrRNA^) sequence did not exhibit trailing necrosis at 7 dpi. The scale bars indicate 50 µm and numbers represent observed leaves with necrosis per total inspected leaves.](elife-56096-fig3){#fig3}

Arabidopsis target genes of *Hpa*sRNAs contribute to plant defence {#s2-6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Upon uncovering the importance of *Hpa*sRNAs for virulence, we wanted to assess the contribution of Arabidopsis target genes to plant defence. We obtained three T-DNA insertion lines for the identified target genes *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3*, namely *atwnk2-2*, *atwnk2-3*, and *ataed3-1* ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1a](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). While *atwnk2-2* and *ataed3-1* are two SALK/SAIL lines ([@bib4]; [@bib61]) that carry a T-DNA insertion in their coding sequence, respectively, we now re-located the T-DNA insertion of the *atwnk2-3* plant line from the last exon into the 3' UTR, based on sequencing the T-DNA flanking sites ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1a](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). To study infection phenotypes, we stained *H. arabidopsidis*-infected leaves with Trypan Blue, and all T-DNA insertion lines resembled pathogen infection structures like in WT plants. However, haustorial density, indicated by the number of haustoria formed per intercellular hyphal distance, was significantly increased in *atwnk2-2* ([Figure 4---figure supplement 1b](#fig4s1){ref-type="fig"}). Intensified haustoria formation was previously interpreted as a sign of enhanced susceptibility in other plant/downy mildew pathogen interactions ([@bib31]; [@bib68]). Moreover, the pathogen DNA content was slightly but not significantly increased in *atwnk2-2* and *ataed3-1* compared to WT plants, but this was not the case for *atwnk2-3* ([Figure 4a](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Nevertheless, a significantly increased number of conidiospores ([Figure 4b](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) and sporangiophores ([Figure 4c](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}) was observed in all the tested *atwnk2* and *ataed3* mutant lines upon *H. arabidopsidis* infection compared to WT plants.

![Arabidopsis target genes of *Hpa*sRNAs contributed to plant defence.\
(**a**) *H. arabidopsidis* genomic DNA content in leaves was slightly but not significantly enhanced in *atwnk2-2* and *ataed3-1* compared to WT, but not in *atwnk2-3*, at 4 dpi with n ≥ four biological replicates. (**b**) T-DNA insertion lines of *Hpa*sRNA target genes *ataed3-1*, *atwnk2-2*, and *atwnk2-3* showed significantly higher number of sporangiophores per cotyledon upon infection compared to WT at 5 dpi. (**c**) *ataed3-1*, *atwnk2-2*, and *atwnk2-3* showed significantly higher numbers of conidiospores per gram leaf FW upon infection compared to WT at 5 dpi. (**d**) Number of conidiospores was significantly reduced in gene-complemented mutant lines using the corresponding native promoters *proAtEWNK2* or *proAtAED3* with native gene sequence, *At*AED3 and *At*WNK2, or with target site resistant versions, *At*AED3r and *At*WNK2r compared to the knockout mutant background expressing an empty vector (ev), respectively. Asterisks indicate significant difference by one tailed Student's t-test with p≤0.05. Letters indicate significant difference by one-site ANOVA test.](elife-56096-fig4){#fig4}

We wanted to investigate in more detail the effect of target gene silencing by *Hpa*sRNAs on plant defence. For this, we cloned *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* target genes either as native versions or artificially introduced synonymous point mutations in the target sites of *Hpa*sRNAs to generate the target gene-resistant versions *AtAED3r* and *AtWNK2r* ([Figure 4---figure supplement 2](#fig4s2){ref-type="fig"}). We transformed these gene versions into the respective mutant background *ataed3-1* and *atwnk2-2* expressing them under the control of their native promoters. Transgenic *AtWNK2* and *AtWNK2r* expressing plants reverted from previously described early flowering of *atwnk2-2* ([@bib73]) into the WT phenotype validating successful complementation of *atwnk2-2* ([Figure 4---figure supplement 3](#fig4s3){ref-type="fig"}). If *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* silencing through *Hpa*sRNA2 or *Hpa*sRNA90 was relevant to plant defence, we would expect that *AtWNK2r* and *AtAED3r* expressing plants become more resistant against *H. arabidopsidis*. Both, the native gene versions and the target site resistant versions, exhibited reduced number of conidiospores compared to T-DNA mutant plants transformed with an empty expression vector, respectively ([Figure 4d](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). To further explore the role of target genes in plant immunity, we attempted to generate overexpression lines of resistant target gene versions by using the strong *Lotus japonicus Ubiquitin1* promoter (*proLjUbi1*) ([@bib51]). We obtained an overexpressor line of the *AtWNK2*r version (*AtWNK2*r-OE) in the *atwnk2-2* background. These *AtWNK2*r-OE plants showed ectopic cell death in distance from infection sites ([Figure 4---figure supplement 4a](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"}), as previously described for overexpression lines of other immunity factors, such as *AtBAK1* ([@bib24]). Moreover, infection structures frequently displayed aberrant swelling-like structures and extensive branching of hyphae instead of the regular pyriform haustoria formed in *atwnk-2--2* ([Figure 4---figure supplement 4b](#fig4s4){ref-type="fig"}), further indicating a role for *AtWNK2* in immune reaction.

To gain more information on the conservation of the 34 identified *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNAs ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), we analysed RNA sequence diversity using the *H. arabidopsidis* sequenced genomes of the Noco2, Cala2 and Emoy2 isolates (NCBI BioProject IDs: PRJNA298674; PRJNA297499, PRJNA30969). In a complementary approach, we investigated the variation of the 49 predicted plant target sites among 1135 *A. thaliana* genome sequenced accessions published by the 1001 genome project ([@bib1]). Interestingly, all *HpasRNA* were found by BLASTn search in the three *H. arabidopsidis* isolates with only three allelic variations identified in Emoy2 ([Figure 4---figure supplement 5a](#fig4s5){ref-type="fig"}). On the Arabidopsis target site, we found single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and indels in 70% of all target genes ([Supplementary file 2](#supp2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), many of those might impair in the predicted *Hpa*sRNA-induced silencing ([Figure 4---figure supplement 5b](#fig4s5){ref-type="fig"}). Of note, the *HpasRNA2* sequence was deeper conserved in other pathogenic oomycete species, compared to other *Hpa*sRNAs described in this study ([Figure 4---figure supplement 6a](#fig4s6){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the predicted target sites of the pathogen *siR2* homologs lie within a conserved region of other plant *WNK2* orthologs, with the lowest number of base pair mismatches occurring in the highly-adapted *A. thaliana*/*H. arabidopsidis* interaction ([Figure 4---figure supplement 6b](#fig4s6){ref-type="fig"}). Whether RNA sequence diversity in *Hpa*sRNAs and *A. thaliana* target mRNAs drives co-evolution in this co-adapted plant-pathogen system, remains to be further investigated.

Discussion {#s3}
==========

In this study, we discovered that ck-RNAi happened during *H. arabidopsidis* host infection and contributed to the virulence of this pathogen. Sequencing sRNAs associated with Arabidopsis AGO1 revealed at least 34 *Hpa*sRNAs that entered the host RNAi machinery and potentially targeted multiple plant genes for silencing. These deep sequencing data offered first insights into the *H. arabidopsidis* sRNA transcriptome during host infection. Total read numbers of *At*AGO1-bound *Hpa*sRNAs were in the ratio of around 1/1000 compared to *At*AGO1-bound Arabidopsis sRNAs, raising the concern that concentration of pathogen sRNAs might not be sufficient to be functional. Nevertheless, our and other studies found genetic and phenotypic evidence for pathogen oomycete sRNA function despite read numbers being in the range of ten per million or lower ([@bib35]; [@bib59]). By designing a novel Csy4/GUS repressor reporter system, we demonstrated that *Hpa*sRNAs have the capacity to translocate into plant cells and suppress host target genes. This new reporter system was capable of visualizing local gene silencing alongside the *H. arabidopsidis* hyphae. Therefore, the relatively small proportion of *Hpa*sRNAs counted in *At*AGO1 sRNA-seq experiment could be explained by strong dilution with *At*AGO1 molecules purified from non-colonized tissue. For the same reason, we measured moderate *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* target gene suppression due to dilution effects coming from non-infected leaf lamina.

We assumed that diverse *Hpa*sRNAs were translocated into Arabidopsis during infection and *At*AGO1 was a major hub of *Hpa*sRNAs, as detected by *At*AGO1 pull down and sRNA-seq analysis. By which pathways and mechanisms *Hpa*sRNAs move into plant cells remains an open question. Transport via the extrahaustorial matrix could be a realistic cross-point, as many other biomolecules are exchanged via this route from pathogen to plant cells and *vice versa* ([@bib37]). It is noteworthy that accumulation of vesicle-like structures was visualized by electron microscopy at the perihaustorial matrix ([@bib54]). In this regard, transfer of plant sRNAs into pathogen cells via exosomal vesicles was reported to induce ck-RNAi ([@bib14]; [@bib32]), making extracellular vesicles a prime suspect for *Hpa*sRNA transport into plant cells.

Plant RISC-associated *Hpa*sRNAs were crucial for successful infection, because transgenic Arabidopsis generated to block the suppressive function of the three candidate *Hpa*sRNA2, *Hpa*sRNA30 and *Hpa*sRNA90 via STTM target mimics diminished *H. arabidopsidis* virulence. As we identified 34 *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNAs with 49 predicted plant target genes, we suggest that many *Hpa*sRNAs collaboratively sabotage gene expression of the plant immune response. Such a collaborative function was also suggested for proteinaceous pathogen effectors ([@bib22]).

Regarding the role of identified *Hpa*sRNA target genes in host defence, our data supported quantitative contributions of *AtAED3* and *AtWNK2* to plant immunity. *AtAED3* encodes a putative apoplastic aspartyl protease and has been suggested to be involved in systemic immunity ([@bib13]). *AtWNK2* contributes to flowering time regulation in *A. thaliana*, while other members of the plant WNK family have been linked to the abiotic stress response ([@bib15]). What is the particular function of these target genes against *H. arabidopsidis* infection and whether these also play a role against other pathogens, still needs to be explored.

The fact that Arabidopsis siRNA biogenesis mutants like *atrdr6-15* and *atdcl2dcl3dcl4* displayed increased *H. arabidopsidis* growth is an indication for the important role of secondary phasiRNAs in plant immunity, that was already observed against fungal pathogens like *Verticillium dahliae* and *Magnaporthe oryzae* ([@bib25]; [@bib72]). This is likely due to the regulatory function of phasiRNAs on endogenous plant immunity genes including the *NLR*s ([@bib47]; [@bib62]). Two recent studies suggested suppressive roles of secreted plant phasiRNAs in ck-RNAi by silencing fungal *B. cinerea* and oomycete *P. capsici* virulence genes ([@bib14]; [@bib32]). Interestingly, exogenously applied sRNAs targeting the *Cellulose synthase 3A* gene of *H. arabidopsidis* can lead to pathogen developmental changes and spore germination inhibition, suggesting functional RNA uptake by this pathogen ([@bib8]). Together with our data, we think that ck-RNAi in *H. arabidopsidis*/Arabidopsis interaction is bidirectional, as already described in fungal-plant interactions ([@bib14]; [@bib74]).

This study provides evidence that ck-RNAi, originally discovered in the fungal plant pathogen *B. cinerea* ([@bib76]), is part of virulence in the oomycete biotrophic pathogen *H. arabidopsidis*. The phenomenon of plant-pathogen ck-RNAi is further proposed in the cereal fungal pathogens *Puccinia striiformis* ([@bib75]) and *Blumeria graminis* ([@bib44]). We did not notice any enhanced resistance in an Arabidopsis *atago1* mutant against the biotrophic fungus *E. cruciferarum* and the oomycete *A. laibachii*, making ck-RNAi via *At*AGO1 unlikely. Further experiments are needed to rule out any importance of ck-RNAi for virulence of these two pathogens via alternative plant AGO-RISCs. The fungal wheat pathogen *Zymoseptoria tritici* was reported to not induce ck-RNAi ([@bib40]; [@bib50]), while the corn smut pathogen *Ustilago maydis* has lost its canonical RNAi machinery ([@bib38]; [@bib46]). It will be interesting to elucidate why some pathogens have evolved ck-RNAi, while some others not.

Materials and methods {#s4}
=====================

  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Reagent type (species) or resource                               Designation                                                     Source or reference                                                                                  Identifiers                                                                                 Additional information
  ---------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
  Gene (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                                    *AtWNK2*                                                        [arabidopsis.org](https://www.arabidopsis.org/)                                                      *AT3G22420*                                                                                 

  Gene (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                                    *AtAED3*                                                        [arabidopsis.org](https://www.arabidopsis.org/)                                                      *AT1G09750*                                                                                 

  Gene (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                                    *AtPR1*                                                         [arabidopsis.org](https://www.arabidopsis.org/)                                                      *AT2G14610*                                                                                 

  Gene (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                                    *AtPDF1.2*                                                      [arabidopsis.org](https://www.arabidopsis.org/)                                                      *AT5G44420*                                                                                 

  Gene (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                                    *AtAGO1*                                                        [arabidopsis.org](https://www.arabidopsis.org/)                                                      *AT1G48410*                                                                                 

  Gene (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                                    *AtAGO2*                                                        [arabidopsis.org](https://www.arabidopsis.org/)                                                      *AT1G31280*                                                                                 

  Strain, strain background (*Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis*)     Noco2                                                           isolated originally in Norwich, UK                                                                                                                                                               

  Strain, strain background (*Albugo laibachii*)                   Nc14                                                            [@bib39]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI:[10.1371/journal.pbio.1001094](https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pbio.1001094)                                                                                                                 

  Strain, strain background (*Pseudomonas syringae* pv *tomato*)   DC3000                                                          [@bib78]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI:[10.1105/tpc.3.1.49](https://doi.org/10.1105/tpc.3.1.49)                                                                                                                                     

  Strain, strain background (*Phytophthora capsici*)               LT263                                                           [@bib34]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1111/j.1365--3059.2009.02059.x](https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1365%E2%80%933059.2009.02059.x)                                                                                               

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atago1-27*                                                     [@bib56]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   PMID:[11910010](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/11910010)                                                                                                                                    

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atago1-45*                                                     Nottingham Arabidopsis stock center (NASC)                                                           N67861                                                                                      

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atago1-46*                                                     (Nottingham Arabidopsis stock center (NASC)                                                          N67862                                                                                      

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atago2-1*                                                      [@bib64]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1093/pcp/pcn043](https://doi.org/10.1093/pcp/pcn043)                                                                                                                                    

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atago4-2*                                                      [@bib2]\                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1093/pcp/pcn043](https://doi.org/10.1093/pcp/pcn043)                                                                                                                                    

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atdcl1-11*                                                     [@bib79]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1111/j.1365--3040.2008.01786.x](https://doi.org/10.1111/j.1365%E2%80%933040.2008.01786.x)                                                                                               

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atdcl2dcl3dcl4*                                                [@bib23]\                                                                                                                                                                                        triple mutant
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1126/science.1128214](https://doi.org/10.1126/science.1128214)                                                                                                                          

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *athen1-5*                                                      [@bib71]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1016/j.cub.2004.01.035](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2004.01.035)                                                                                                                      

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *athst-6*                                                       [@bib10]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   PMID:[12620976](https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/12620976)                                                                                                                                    

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atrdr6-15*                                                     [@bib3]\                                                                                                                                                                                         
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1038/ng1478](https://doi.org/10.1038/ng1478)                                                                                                                                            

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atse-2*                                                        [@bib29]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI: [10.1038/nature04052](https://doi.org/10.1038/nature04052)                                                                                                                                  

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *proAGO2:HA-AGO2*                                               [@bib55]\                                                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                                                   DOI:[10.1016/j.cell.2008.02.033](https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cell.2008.02.033)\                                                                                                                    

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atwnk2-2*\                                                     Nottingham Arabidopsis stock center (NASC)                                                           N663846                                                                                     
                                                                   (SALK_121042)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atwnk2-3* (SALK_206118)                                        Nottingham Arabidopsis stock center (NASC)                                                           N695550                                                                                     

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *ataed3-1*\                                                     Nottingham Arabidopsis stock center (NASC)                                                           N867202                                                                                     
                                                                   (SAIL_722_G02C1)                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *proLjUBI:STTMHasR2:*\                                          this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable triple STTM overexpressor line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)
                                                                   *STTMHasR30:STTMHasR90*                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *proAtWNK2:HasRNA2/90ts:Csy4:HasRNA2/90ts; proEF1:Csy4ts:GUS*   this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable silencing reporter line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *proAtWNK2:AtmiR164ts:Csy4:AtmiR164ts; proEF1:Csy4ts:GUS*       this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable silencing reporter line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *proAtWNK2:scrambled:Csy4:scrambled; proEF1:Csy4ts:GUS*         this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable silencing reporter line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atwnk2-2* (*proAtWNK2:AtWNK2-GFP*)                             this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable *WNK2* complementation line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atwnk2-2 (proAtWNK2:AtWNK2r-GFP*)                              this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable, sRNA resistant *WNK2* complementation line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *atwnk2-2 (proAtWNK2:GFP)*                                      this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable plant line as empty vector control (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *ataed3-1* (*proAtAED3:AtAED3-GFP*)                             this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable *AED3* complementation line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *ataed3-1* (*proAtAED3:AtAED3r-GFP*)                            this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable, sRNA resistant *AED3* complementation line (maintained in the Weiberg lab)

  Genetic reagent (*Arabidopsis thaliana*)                         *ataed3-1* (*proAtAED3: GFP*)                                   this study                                                                                                                                                                                       stable plant line as empty vector control (maintained\
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                    in the Weiberg lab)

  Antibody                                                         anti-*At*AGO1 (rabbit polyclonal)                               Agrisera                                                                                             AS09 527; RRID:[AB_2224930](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_2224930)                      IP(1 µg antibody/g tissue), WB (1:4000)

  Antibody                                                         anti-HA (3F10; rat monoclonal)                                  Roche Diagnostics                                                                                    Sigma-Aldrich (11867423001); RRID:[AB_2314622](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_2314622)   IP(0.1 µg antibody/g tissue), WB (1:1000)

  Antibody                                                         anti-HA (12CA5; mouse monoclonal)                               provided by Dr. Michael Boshart                                                                                                                                                                  IP(0.1 µg antibody/g tissue), WB (1:1000), available in the Boshart lab (LMU Munich)

  Antibody                                                         anti-mouse IRdye800 (goat polyclonal)                           Li-Cor                                                                                               926--32210; RRID:[AB_2782998](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_2782998)                    secondary antibody WB (1:15000)

  Antibody                                                         anti-rat IRdye800 (goat polyclonal)                             Li-Cor                                                                                               926--32219; RRID:[AB_1850025](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_1850025)                    secondary antibody WB (1:15000)

  Antibody                                                         anti-rabbit IRdye800 (goat polyclonal)                          Li-Cor                                                                                               926--32211; RRID:[AB_621843](https://scicrunch.org/resolver/AB_621843)                      secondary antibody WB (1:3000)

  Commercial assay or kit                                          NEBNext Multiplex Small RNA Library Prep Set for\               New England Biolabs (NEB)                                                                            NEB: E7300                                                                                  
                                                                   Illumina                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                         

  Commercial assay or kit                                          5′/3′ RACE Kit, 2nd Generation                                  Roche Diagnostics                                                                                    Sigma-Aldrich: 03353621001                                                                  

  Commercial assay or kit                                          sparQ DNA Library Prep Kit                                      Quantabio                                                                                            [vwr.com](https://vwr.com/) (95191--024)                                                    

  Software, algorithm                                              Galaxy Server                                                   [@bib28]                                                                                                                                                                                         hosted by the Gene Center Munich
  ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Plant material {#s4-1}
--------------

*Arabidopsis thaliana* ([L]{.smallcaps}.) seedlings were grown on soil under long day conditions (16 hr light/8 hr dark, 22°C, 60% relative humidity). The *atago1-27*, *atago1-45*, *atago1-46*, *atago2-1*, *atago4-2*, *athst-6*, *athen1-5*, *atse-2, atdcl1-11*, *atdcl2dcl3dcl4*, *atrdr6-15,* and *proAGO2:HA-AGO2* mutant lines (all in the Col-0 background) were described previously ([@bib2]; [@bib3]; [@bib10]; [@bib23]; [@bib29]; [@bib56]; [@bib63]; [@bib64]; [@bib71]; [@bib79]; [@bib55]). The *atwnk2-2* (SALK_121042, \[[@bib73]\]), *atwnk2-3* (SALK_206118) and *ataed3-1* (SAIL_722_G02C1) lines were verified for the T-DNA insertion by PCR on genomic DNA.

*Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis* inoculation {#s4-2}
--------------------------------------------

*Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis* ([Gäum.]{.smallcaps}) isolate Noco2 was maintained on Col-0 plants. Plant inoculation was performed using 2--2.5 × 10^4^ spores/ml and inoculated plants were incubated as described previously ([@bib60]). For *atwnk2-2*, *atwnk2-3*, *and ataed3-1* pathogen assays inoculum strength was reduced to 1 × 10^4^ spores/ml.

*Albugo laibachii* ([T]{.smallcaps}[hines]{.smallcaps} and [Y.J. C]{.smallcaps}[hoi]{.smallcaps}) inoculation {#s4-3}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Plants were grown in short-day conditions (10 hr light, 22°C, 65% humidity/14 hr dark, 16°C, 60% humidity, photon flux density 40 μmol m^−2^ s^−1^) and inoculated at the age of six weeks. *A. laibachii* (isolate Nc14; \[[@bib39]\]) zoospores obtained from propagation on Arabidopsis accession Ws-0 were suspended in water (10^5^ spores ml^−1^) and incubated on ice for 30 min. The spore suspension was filtered through Miracloth (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA, USA) and sprayed onto the plants using a spray gun (\~700 μl/plant). Plants were incubated at 8°C in a cold room in the dark overnight. Inoculated plants were kept under 10 hr light/14 hr dark cycles with a 20 °C day and 16°C night temperature. Infection rates were determined at 21 dpi for 12 individuals per WT and mutants by visual infection intensity.

Powdery mildew inoculation {#s4-4}
--------------------------

*Erysiphe cruciferarum* ([Opiz ex L. Junell]{.smallcaps}) was maintained on highly susceptible Col-0 *phytoalexin deficient* (*pad*)*4* mutants in a growth chamber at 22°C, a 10 hr photoperiod with 150 µmol m^−2^s^−1^, and 60% relative humidity. For pathogen assays 6 week-old Arabidopsis plants were inoculated with *E. cruciferarum* in a density of 3--5 spores mm^−2^ and replaced under the same conditions.

*Pseudomonas* pathogen assay {#s4-5}
----------------------------

*Pseudomonas syringae* pv. *tomato* DC3000 was streaked from a freezer stock onto LB agar plates with Rifampicin. A single colony was used for inoculation of an overnight culture in liquid LB with Rifampicin. *Pseudomonas* was resuspended in 10 mM MgCl~2~ and bacteria concentration was adjusted to OD~600~ = 0.0002. 5--6 week-old Arabidopsis grown under short day conditions were leaf infiltrated using a needleless syringe, dried for 2 h and incubated under long day conditions. At 3 dpi, three leaf discs per plant (Ø=0.6 cm) were harvested and homogenized in 10 mM MgCl~2~ for one biological replicate. Bacteria populations were counted as colony forming units using a serial dilution spotted on LB agar plates with Rifampicin.

*Phytophthora capsici* ([Leonian]{.smallcaps}) inoculation {#s4-6}
----------------------------------------------------------

*Phytophthora capsici* LT263 ([@bib34]) was maintained on rye agar plates ([@bib17]). Agar plugs from fresh mycelium (Ø=0.4 cm) were placed on leaves of 5--6 week-old Arabidopsis plants grown under short day conditions. After 24 hr, plugs were removed and leaves were taken for GUS staining at 48 and 72 hpi.

Trypan Blue staining {#s4-7}
--------------------

Infected leaves were stained with Trypan Blue as described previously ([@bib43]). Microscopic images were taken with a DFC450 CCD-Camera (Leica) on a CTR 6000 microscope (Leica Microsystems).

GUS staining {#s4-8}
------------

Infected leaves were vacuum-infiltrated with GUS staining solution (0.625 mg ml^−1^ X-Gluc, 100 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.0, 5 mM EDTA pH 7.0, 0.5 mM K~3~\[Fe(CN)~6~\], 0.5 mM K~4~\[Fe(CN)~6~\], 0.1% Triton X-100) and incubated over night at 37°C. Leaves were de-stained with 70% ethanol overnight and microscopic images were taken with the same microscopy set up as Trypan Blue stained samples.

Pathogen quantification {#s4-9}
-----------------------

*H. arabidopsidis* spores were harvested at 7 dpi into 2 ml of water. The spore concentration was determined using a haemocytometer (Neubauer improved, Marienfeld). The sporangiophore number was counted on detached cotyledons using a binocular. For biomass estimation, genomic DNA was isolated using the CTAB method followed by chloroform extraction and isopropanol precipitation ([@bib19]). Four leaves were pooled for one biological replicate and isolated DNA was diluted to a concentration of 5 ng µl^−1^. *H. arabidopsidis* and *A. thaliana* genomic DNA was quantified by qPCR on a qPCR cycler (CFX96, Bio-Rad) using SYBR Green (Invitrogen, Thermo Fischer Scientific) and GoTaq G2 Polymerase (Promega) using species-specific primers ([Supplementary file 3](#supp3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Relative DNA content was calculated using the 2^-ΔΔCt^ method ([@bib49]).

*A. thaliana* gene expression analysis {#s4-10}
--------------------------------------

Total RNA was isolated using a CTAB-based method ([@bib7]). Genomic DNA was removed using DNase I (Sigma-Aldrich) and cDNA synthesis was performed with 1 µg total RNA using SuperScriptIII RT or Maxima H^-^ RT (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Gene expression was measured by qPCR using a qPCR cycler (Quantstudio5, Thermo Fisher Scientific) and Primaquant low ROX qPCR master mix (Steinbrenner Laborsysteme). Differential expression was calculated using the 2^-ΔΔCt^ method ([@bib49]).

Generation of transgene expression vectors {#s4-11}
------------------------------------------

Plasmids for Arabidopsis transformation were constructed using the plant Golden Gate based toolkit ([@bib9]). The coding sequences of *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* were amplified by PCR from Arabidopsis cDNA, and silent mutations were introduced by PCR in the target sequence of *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hpa*sRNA90, respectively. For overexpression, *AtWNK2r* was ligated into a binary expression vector with a C-terminal GFP tag under the control of the *LjUBQ1* promoter. *AtWNK2r* and *AtAED3r* were also ligated into a binary expression vector with a C-terminal GFP tag under the control of their native promoters (\~2 kb upstream of the translation start site). Promoter function was tested by fusion to 2x*GFP-NLS* and fluorescence microscopy of transiently transformed *Nicotiana benthamiana* leaves. STTM sequences were designed as described previously ([@bib65]), and flanks with BsaI recognition sites were introduced. STTM sequences were synthesized as single stranded DNA oligonucleotides (Sigma Aldrich). The strands were end phosphorylated by T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB), annealed, and cloned into an expression vector under the control of the *pro35S*. The final vector with STTMs for *Hpa*sRNA2, *Hpa*sRNA30, and *Hpa*sRNA90 in a row after each other, a rRNA-derived *Hpa*sRNA, or a scrambled sequence was assembled, respectively. The coding sequence of Csy4 was synthesized (MWG Eurofins) with codon optimization for expression in plants. Cloned Csy4 was flanked with new overhangs for integration in the Golden Gate toolkit by PCR. A fusion of the target sequences of *Hpa*sRNA2 and *Hpa*sRNA90, the target sequence of *At*miRNA164a, a scrambled target site, and the target sequence of Csy4 were synthesized as single strands (Sigma Aldrich). The strands were end phosphorylated by T4 polynucleotide kinase (NEB) and annealed. Csy4 was flanked with the respective target sequences and ligated into a vector under the control of the *AtWNK2* promoter by BsaI cut ligation. For the reporter, a Csy4 target sequence was inserted between the Kozak sequence and the start codon of the *GUS* gene and ligated into a vector under the control of the *AtEF1*α promoter. The final binary expression vector was assembled by combination of the Csy4 and the *GUS* vectors by BpiI cut ligation. All cloning primers are listed in [Supplementary file 3](#supp3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Generation of transgenic Arabidopsis plants {#s4-12}
-------------------------------------------

Arabidopsis plants of Col-0 (WT), *atwnk2-2,* and *ataed3-1* were transformed with the respective construct using the *Agrobacterium tumefaciens* strain AGL1 by the floral dip method ([@bib20]). Transformed plants were selected on ½ MS + 1% sucrose agar plates containing 50 µg/ml kanamycin, and were subsequently transferred to soil. Experiments were carried out on T1 generation plants representing independent transformants, unless a transformation line number is indicated (e.g. STTM \#4). These experiments were carried out using T2 plants.

AGO Western blot analysis and sRNA co-immunopurification {#s4-13}
--------------------------------------------------------

SRNAs bound to *A. thaliana* AGO1 or HA-tagged *At*AGO2 were co-immunopurified (co-IPed) from native proteins without any cross-linking agent and isolated as described previously, with minor modifications ([@bib81]). In brief, 5 g infected leaf tissue were ground in liquid N~2~ to fine powder and thawed in 20 ml IP extraction buffer (20 mM Tris-HCl, 300 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl~2~, 0.5% (v/v) NP40, 5 mM, one tablet/50 ml protease inhibitor (Roche Diagnostics), 200 U RNAse inhibitor (RiboLock, Thermo Fisher Scientific)). The cellular debris was removed by centrifugation at 4000 g and 4°C and the supernatant was filtered with two layers or Miracloth (Merck Millipore). 1 µg α-AGO1 antibody (Agrisera)/g leaf tissue or 0.1 µg α-HA antibody (3F10, Roche or 12CA5)/g leaf tissue was incubated on a wheel at 4°C for 30 min. Protein pull down and washing was performed using 400 µl Protein A agarose beads (Roche) as described by [@bib81]. For Western blot analysis 30% of the co-IP fraction were used, and protein was detected using α-AGO1 antibody (Agrisera) in 1:4000 dilution or α-HA antibody (3F10, Roche or 12CA5) in 1:1000 dilution, respectively. This was followed by an incubation with adequate secondary antibody (α-rabbit IRdye800 (LI-COR, 1:3000 dilution), α-mouse IRdye800 (LI-COR, 1:15000 dilution), and α-rat IRdye800 (LI-COR, 1:15000 dilution)), and protein detection was performed with the Odyssey imaging system (LI-COR). Recovery of the co-IPed sRNAs was achieved as previously described ([@bib16]), and was directly used for stem-loop RT-PCR analysis or sRNA library preparation.

Stem-loop RT PCR {#s4-14}
----------------

SRNAs were detected by stem-loop RT-PCR from 1 µg of total RNA or 5% of the *At*AGO co-IPed RNA, as described previously ([@bib69]).

5' RACE-PCR {#s4-15}
-----------

5' RACE-PCR was performed on 1 µg of total RNA isolated from *Hyaloperonospora*-infected Arabidopsis leaves pooled from equal amounts isolated at 4 and 7 dpi, using the 5'/3' RACE Kit, 2nd Generation (Roche Diagnostics). After the first round of PCR, a gel fraction of the expected size was cut out and a nested PCR was carried out on the eluted DNA. Bands were cut out and DNA was eluted using GeneJet Gel Extraction Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific). A library was constructed from the eluted PCR fragments using the sparQ DNA Library Prep Kit (Quantabio) and sequenced on an Illumina MiSeq platform.

sRNA cloning, sequencing and target gene prediction {#s4-16}
---------------------------------------------------

SRNAs were isolated from total RNA for high throughput sequencing as previously described ([@bib76]). SRNAs were cloned for Illumina sequencing using the Next Small RNA Prep kit (NEB) and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq1500 platform. The Illumina sequencing data were analysed using the GALAXY Biostar server ([@bib28]). Raw data were de-multiplexed (Illumina Demultiplex, Galaxy Version 1.0.0) and adapter sequences were removed (Clip adaptor sequence, Galaxy Version 1.0.0). Sequence raw data are deposited at the NCBI SRA server (BioProject accession: PRJNA395139). Reads were then mapped to a master genome of *Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis* comprising the isolates Emoy2 (BioProject PRJNA30969), Cala2 (BioProject PRJNA297499), Noks1 (BioProject PRJNA298674) using the BOWTIE algorithm (Galaxy Version 1.1.0) allowing zero mismatches (-v 0). Subsequently, reads were cleaned from *Arabidopsis thaliana* sequences (TAIR10 release) with maximal one mismatch. For normalization, ribosomal RNA (rRNA), transfer RNA (tRNA), small nuclear RNAs (snRNAs), and small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) reads were filtered out using the SortMeRNA program (Galaxy Version 2.1b.1). The remaining reads were counted and normalized on total *H. arabidopsidis* reads per million (RPM). The *Hpa*sRNAs were clustered if their 5' end position or 3' end position were within the range of three nucleotides referring to the genomic loci ([@bib76]). Target gene prediction of sRNAs was performed with the TAPIR program using a maximal score of 4.5 and a free energy ratio of 0.7 as thresholds ([@bib12]). Allelic variation analysis of *Hpa*sRNA target sites in *A. thaliana* mRNAs was done at the 1001Polymorph browser (<https://tools.1001genomes.org/polymorph/>).

DNA alignment {#s4-17}
-------------

Search for homologous sequences of *Hpa*sRNA was performed by BLASTn search using the genomes of Noco2 (PRJNA298674), Cala2 (PRJNA297499) and Emoy2 (PRJNA30969), or the Ensembl Protists database (<http://protists.ensembl.org>). Homolog DNA sequences of 100 nucleotides up- and downstream of *SRNA2* homologs were aligned using the CLC Main Workbench package.

Statistical analysis {#s4-18}
--------------------

All statistical tests were carried out using R studio (version 1.0.136, [rstudio.com](https://rstudio.com/)). ANOVA tests were performed on log-transformed data. Letters indicate groups of statistically significant difference by ANOVA followed by TukeyHSD with p≤0.05. The dashes on the letters imply an independent ANOVA with TukeyHSD per time point.
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**Acceptance summary:**

The manuscript deals with the transfer of sRNAs between pathogen and plant hosts and vice versa. The authors report that also oomycetes -- which are very different from fungi -- exploit small RNA mechanisms to suppress plant defence. Further, a novel CRISPR endoribonuclease Csy4/GUS repressor reporter was developed to visualize in situ pathogen-induced target suppression in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. This first use of an in situ silencing reporter in the context of cross-kingdom RNA interference (ck-RNAi) directly demonstrates the effects of pathogen small RNAs on the host. The author\'s findings that deletion of the plant dicer-like machinery results in enhanced oomycete burden indicates that the authors discovered a bidirectional ck-RNAi between plants and oomycetes.

**Decision letter after peer review:**

\[Editors' note: the authors submitted for reconsideration following the decision after peer review. What follows is the decision letter after the first round of review.\]

Thank you for submitting your work entitled \"Oomycete small RNAs invade the plant RNA-induced silencing complex for virulence\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors, and the evaluation has been overseen by a Senior Editor. The reviewers have opted to remain anonymous.

Our decision has been reached after consultation between the reviewers. Based on these discussions and the individual reviews below, we regret to inform you that your work in its current form will not be considered further for publication in *eLife*, as we believe that it will be difficult to address all our concerns within two months. Nevertheless, we appreciate the topic and find the work in principle very interesting. Thus, if you choose not to send the work as is elsewhere, but rather revise the study, *eLife* would be prepared to review the work again. It would, however, be treated as a new submission, although we would try to retain the same reviewers.

Summary:

The manuscript reports that oomycetes have similar mechanisms to suppress the plant defence as previously shown for fungal plant pathogens. A novel CRISPR endoribonuclease Csy4/GUS repressor reporter was developed to visualize in situ pathogen-induced target suppression in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. This first use of an in situ silencing reporter in the context of cross-kingdom RNA interference (ck-RNAi) directly demonstrates the effect of pathogen small RNAs on the host. The ck-RNAi phenotype is observed only in plant cells near the oomycete and does not appear to spread beyond these neighboring cells. The author\'s findings that deletion of the plant dicer-like machinery results in enhanced oomycete burden suggest that this might also be another example of bidirectional ck-RNAi. The authors present a corroborating dataset using RNA-seq *At*AGO1 pulldown.

Essential revisions:

1\) In general, some reviewers were concerned about the conceptual novelty of this study.

2\) It needs to be indicated whether the *H. arabidopsidis* small RNAs were cross-linked to AGO1 before immunoprecipitation in the Materials and methods. Also, were any controls included using an unrelated protein e.g. with a basic domain that unspecifically binds RNAs. This is highly relevant to show the specificity because the authors identified so many RNAs.

3\) Adding data indicating whether other infection with other oomycetes also results in trailing necrosis in the ago1-variants is required to increase the scope of this paper.

4\) An STTM construct against sRNA that had no predicted targets is a necessary control.

5\) The reporter system described is nice, but confirmation by another method is needed to confirm the value of the results. This could be done by FISH or RNA sequencing.

6\) Figure 2: The images are unclear, adding propidium iodide staining of the same mutants is needed to confirm the cell death.

7\) Figures 1F-1G: The data for *AtWNK2* are not convincing. Bands are fuzzy and vague, and the RNA ends cloned are nowhere near the scissile phosphate at position 10-11. We do not consider that target verified. If it\'s due to \"alternative sRNAs\" (as suggested in the Results), then these alternatives should be shown, and that hypothesis directly tested. As it stands, that target verification is not well supported.

Reviewer \#1:

Transfer of sRNAs between pathogen and plant hosts and vice versa has been impressively (and spectacularly) shown for the fungus *Botrytis* and its host plants. The corresponding author of the current *eLife* manuscript was involved in some of this work. The current manuscript is somehow a continuation but also describes novelties. The manuscript reports that oomycetes that are different from fungi have similar mechanisms to suppress the plant defence. Further, a novel CRISPR endoribonuclease Csy4/GUS repressor reporter was developed to visualize in situ pathogen-induced target suppression in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. This first use of an in situ silencing reporter in the context of cross-kingdom RNA interference (ck-RNAi) directly demonstrates the effect of pathogen small RNAs on the host. The ck-RNAi phenotype is observed only in plant cells near the oomycete and does not appear to spread beyond these neighboring cells.

The author\'s findings that deletion of the plant dicer-like machinery results in enhanced oomycete burden suggest that this might also be another example of bidirectional ck-RNAi, although this was not further pursued. The authors present a corroborating dataset using RNA-Seq *At*AGO1 pulldown.

General comments

The paper is technically sound, but it would benefit from additional editing for grammar and clarification of terms. In particular, for the diverse readership at *eLife*, the manuscript would greatly benefit from better definition of plant specific tools and terms. Conceptionally, the novelty reported is limited. An important paper describing plant defence mRNAs against Oomycestes and their counter strike has not been considered (Hou et al., 2019).

Specific Comments

1\) Introduction: The statement that ck-RNAi has only been observed in fungal-plant interactions is not exactly true. Although other studies may not use the term ck-RNAi, I believe that this phenotype has been observed in other instances across kingdoms (with some contention -- See PMID 31018602: Zeng J. Cells. 2019. Cross-Kingdom Small RNAs Among Animals, Plants and Microbes).

2\) Results section: The sRNA populations of oomycetes have previously been reported to be 21 and 25 nt as the authors also mention, so the language indicating that this is the first example needs to be refined (for example PMID 28512457).

3\) It needs to be indicated whether the *H. arabidopsidis* small RNAs were cross-linked to AGO1 before immunoprecipitation in the Materials and methods. Also, were any controls included using an unrelated protein e.g. with a basic domain that unspecifically binds RNAs. This is highly relevant to show the specificity because the authors identified so many RNAs.

4\) In the experiments of Figure 1---figure supplement 3, why are the *AtAED3* levels so different between the\" WT mock\" and \"WT infected\" at the \"before infection\" time point? The levels are so much lower for both conditions after infection that it is hard to understand these data. More explanation needs to be added?

5\) Would it be possible to pull down the *Hpas*RNAs and detect *At*AGO by western with a tagged STTM construct? The levels might be too low for this to be feasible.

6\) In Figure 4---figure supplement 2A, is the \"0\" symbol indicating wobble pairings? If so, I am not sure if they are all labeled correctly. G-U is generally denoted as a wobble. Also, I would recommend writing U instead of T in the various RNAs shown throughout the text.

7\) More detail to plant specific methods and terminology needs to be added to broaden the scope of the manuscript (*R* genes, T-DNA insertion, \"debilitated endogenous RNAs\", etc). In addition, the authors need to define the GUS reporter at use (or in the Materials and methods).

8\) Adding data indicating whether other infection with other oomycetes also results in trailing necrosis in the ago1-variants is required to increase the scope of this paper.

9\) A line further describing the STTM concept for Figure 3B would be beneficial.

10\) Are the differences in Figure 3---figure supplement 1 significant? I assume not since all other figures include significance?

11\) Did the authors ever try to make STTM constructs for a single *Hpas*RNA instead of three? Is it surprising that an STTM construct against only 3 sRNA can have such drastic impact on infection? Do the authors have examples of sRNA that did not shown an effect on infection? Alternatively, an STTM construct against sRNA that had no predicted targets would be a necessary control.

12\) The right panel of Figure 4---figure supplement 1A would benefit from slightly more explanation in the legend.

13\) The labeling of significance throughout the paper is confusing (What is the difference between a, b, a\', b\', ab, etc.?). The figure legends also sometimes define the same statistical abbreviation multiple times, which could be condensed for simplicity.

14\) "We expected those plant lines to become more resistant against *H. arabidopsidis*" should point out that you expect these strains to be more resistant compared to a T-DNA insertion line, right?

15\) How do the findings of Figure 4---figure supplement 4A on the overexpression strains fit with the rest of the model?

16\) In Figure 4---figure supplement 4, would measuring oomycete DNA be appropriate for comparisons with the rest of the paper?

17\) The manuscript has a lot of supplemental material. It seems like some of the supplemental material should be in the main text (parts of Figure 1---figure supplement 3, Figure 2---figure supplement 1 and Figure 4---figure supplement 1 perhaps?)

18\) Do the authors have ideas about how the sRNAs are delivered to the plant? Would it be worth a sentence or two postulating in the discussion?

19\) Would it be possible to use FISH to stain for the *A. thaliana* mRNA targets and show that they are decreased in the area around the oomycete? The reporter system described is nice, but confirmation by another method is essential to confirm the results.

20\) Can the authors speculate on why *atwnk2-3* did not have a phenotype similar to *atwnk2-2* in Figure 4A?

21\) The authors might consider adding a discussion point on the recently published paper PMID 31333714 describing an example of a fungal pathogen that does not undergo ck-RNAi to the end of the Discussion. This new publication might also partially agree with the findings in Figure 2---figure supplement 6? It seems possible that the fungal pathogen tested may also not be using ck-RNAi (see also Hou et al., 2019). Alternatively, it may just utilize a different AGO protein?

22\) It is difficult to see the second band in Figure 1F for *AtWNK2*. It would also be more convincing to have the WT and resistant target samples all run together on the same blot to observe the minor shift the authors described in the text.

23\) Figure 1---figure supplement 1A would be better in color or with a slightly different color scheme.

24\) Can the layout of Figure 1---figure supplement 5 be matched to Figure 1E in in terms of inset orientation and inclusion of numbers of observed phenotypes?

25\) "*Hpas*RNA30 was detectable in infected plant leaves at 4 and 7 dpi by stem-loop RT-PCR, but not at 0 and 1 dpi supporting that this sRNA was produced by *H. arabidopsidis* but not by Arabidopsis" -- Does this line intend to mean that the sRNA was produced by *H. arabidopsidis* infection but not by uninfected *A. thaliana*?

26\) More background info on the selected target genes in the beginning of the Results would allow the reader to appreciate their importance for infection earlier than the end of the discussion.

Reviewer \#2:

In the paper \"Oomycete small RNAs invade the plant RNA-induced silencing complex for virulence\" the authors present evidence for a cross-kingdom sRNA transfer and functionality between an oomycete (*Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis*) and a plant (*Arabidopsis thaliana*). In general, this is an interesting work. However, I have few concerns and comments that could improve the paper. I have two particular concerns, (i) the paper is tough to read at some points, making difficult to follow authors\' reasoning and conclusions, and (ii) the lack of biological replicates for the small RNA libraries could explain the high number of *Hpas*RNAs targeting Ath genes.

Major comments:

-- I\'m not very supportive of the \"invasion\" terminology used in the title and in several places in the manuscript, as it implies a mechanism of AGO loading, and this mechanism is not described in the manuscript. It could be passive loading due to concentration, and a passive movement is not an invasion.

-- Throughout the manuscript, there are claims of priority (\"first sRNA transcriptome\", \"data providing first evidence that\", etc.) that should be removed as most journals don\'t allow this.

-- It would be interesting to know the genomic origin of the *Hpa* 21-mers found in the AGO1-IP samples. Do they predominantly derive from un-annotated regions?

-- Also, there\'s no analysis of the genomic sources of the three small RNAs that are used the most in this work, *Hpas*RNA2, *Hpas*RNA30 and *Hpas*RNA90. What are the source loci?

-- For the construct with the miR164 target sites flanking Csy4, why is there not constitutive GUS production? miR164 should be expressed in the leaves.

-- Could authors specify the sequence of the alternative *Hpas*RNA90/*Hpas*RNA2 found in their libraries and the abundance for each of the libraries? Were they also found in AGO1-IP libraries? Do the authors hypothesize that the *Hpas*RNAs that are cleaving the Ath targets are different from those that they identified in the AGO1-IP libraries, but come from the same \"sRNA precursor\"? It is not clear in the text what the hypothesis is.

-- Several images in figures contain numbers on the upper right corner. However, it is unclear what these numbers are. Maybe the number of images that look like this out of the total? But then why are several zero? Please explain these in the figure legends and the text.

-- Figure 1G: Why is the cleavage not between the 10th and 11th nucleotides of the small RNA, in either case? This is atypical, and perhaps indicative that this small RNA is not the cause of the cleavage. Also, the number of captured cleavage events is very low. This is a case in which degradome or PARE sequencing would be far more convincing.

-- Figure 2: I think it would be informative if the authors could label the structures observed in the images. What are *Hpa* haustorium?

-- Figure 2: The images are unclear to me. I suggest to adding propidium iodide staining of the same mutants to confirm the cell death.

-- Figure 2---figure supplement 4: It would be interesting to have also the *ago1-27* mutant in mock conditions, to be able to make a full comparison.

-- Figure 3: For clarity, I suggest adding a representation of the alignment of the *Hpas*RNAs and the STTM sRNAs next to Figure 3A.

-- Figure 3---figure supplement 1A: I suggest including all the time points in each graph to show that the de-repression only occurs at the mentioned time point. Also, it would be nice to have line \#5 for comparison.

-- Subsection "Arabidopsis target genes of *Hyaloperonospora* sRNAs contribute to plant defence": I do not understand why the mutant lines complemented with the native genes under their own promoter do not behave like WT.

-- Discussion: most of the discussion is more a summary of the work presented in the Results section rather than a discussion of the results in the context of the available literature. It is also hard to read at some points (i.e.: \"*At*AGO was a major RISC that was hijacked by *Hpas*RNAs to success infection, because both blocking *Hpas*RNAs by transgenic target mimics and dysfunctional *atago1* mutant alleles displayed a clear disease resistance phenotype\").

Reviewer \#3:

This manuscript analyzes small RNAs from the oomycete plant pathogen, *Hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis*, that seem to attack host plant mRNAs. Overall, a convincing case for pathogen to plant small RNA activity is made, with one interaction demonstrated very clearly, with the possibility of several others. Arabidopsis ago1 hypomorphic mutants support increased pathogen growth, while other Arabidopsis mutants in small RNA biogenesis and function do not; this is consistent with the idea that pathogen sRNAs enter the host and use the host\'s AGO1 protein to do their damage. Transgenic hosts designed to inhibit 3 of the pathogen small RNAs show increased resistance. Knockout mutants of two potential host mRNA targets show increased susceptibility, also consistent with the overall hypothesis. Complementation of one of these mutants (*aed3*) with a small RNA-resistant allele shows that the presence of the complementary site affects pathogen growth. A clever reporter system, that reports on two pathogen small RNAs at once, also provides convincing evidence of in vivo pathogen sRNA activity against host mRNAs. The work focuses on two host plant targets and corresponding pathogen small RNAs. The data for one of them (*AED3*) is quite convincing, but less so for the other (*WNK2*). Small RNA sequencing suggests there may be many more *H. arabidopsidis* small RNAs that target host mRNAs.

Overall this is an interesting manuscript and a good step forward for the RNAi and plant pathogenesis fields. There are some open questions, some areas that could do with better controls, and a few claims that I feel are unfounded, but these are relatively minor in the context of the overall findings.

Specific Comments:

1\) Should there be some kind of control for the AGO1-IP? A no-Ab IP, for instance, or an IP against an irrelevant protein, to assess background levels of contamination? Without this it\'s quite possible that many of these are non-specific interactions. This doesn\'t really impact the two small RNAs that were focused on with all of the subsequent focused experiments, but it does seem important to substantiate the claim that there are many of these invading small RNAs that become associated with host AGO1.

2\) Figures 1F-1G: The data for *AtWNK2* are not convincing to me. Bands are fuzzy and vague, and the RNA ends cloned are nowhere near the scissile phosphate at position 10-11. I do not consider that target verified. If it\'s due to \"alternative sRNAs\" (as suggested in the Results), then these alternatives should be shown, and that hypothesis directly tested. As it stands, that target verification is not well supported.

3\) More evidence against *WNK2*: Figure 4D shows no effect of presence or absence of the proposed sRNA target site. And the reporter (Figure 1), and STTM experiments (Figure 3) are designed against multiple pathogen small RNAs, so the contribution, if any, of the single small RNA that might target *WNK2*, is unknowable.

4\) Figure 2H/subsection "Arabidopsis *atago1* exhibited enhanced disease resistance against downy mildew": It seems that there is more pathogen in the rdr mutant and dcl triple mutant. That is consistent with prior work in *Phytophthora* that showed that plant secondary siRNAs attack oomycete genes. I think that interpretation and that prior work should be mentioned here. This is an alternative interpretation to the secondary siRNA --\> *R* gene connection that is currently discussed by the authors.

5\) "By Arabidopsis *At*AGO1-IP coupled to sRNA-seq, we identified 34 *H. arabidopsidis* sRNAs that hijacked the host RNAi machinery to target multiple plant genes for silencing": This is not true. Only two small RNAs were directly shown to target plant genes, not 34. All of the others remain merely untested predictions.

6\) Figure 4---figure supplement 6B and related text (Discussion paragraph three): I disagree. This is in fact very poor evidence that the *WNK2* complementary sites to this sRNA are conserved -- the bottom three alignments are almost certainly non-functional given current understanding of the base-pairing requirements for plant small RNA function.

7\) Introduction "Cross-kingdom RNA interference (ck-RNAi) has been reported so far only in fungal-plant interaction" and Discussion "Our study demonstrates the invasion, function, and significance of *Hyaloperonospora* sRNAs in virulence, the first natural ck-RNAi case ever reported for an oomycete plant pathogen": I\'m not sure about this claim. I think Wenbo Ma\'s work has already shown plant-to-oomycete small RNA activity. If true, rephrase please, because I think \"cross kingdom\" RNAi from plant to oomycete already in the literature. It would be more accurate to say this is the first report of oomycete --\> to plant RNAi transfer, as the reverse (plant --\> oomycete) has previously been demonstrated. Indeed, I was very surprised that this prior work in *Phytophthora* was not discussed or cited at all.

\[Editors' note: further revisions were suggested prior to acceptance, as described below.\]

Thank you for submitting your article \"Oomycete small RNAs bind to the plant RNA-induced silencing complex for virulence\" for consideration by *eLife*. Your article has been reviewed by three peer reviewers, one of whom is a member of our Board of Reviewing Editors, and the evaluation has been overseen by Christian Hardtke as the Senior Editor.

The reviewers have discussed the reviews with one another and the Reviewing Editor has drafted this decision to help you prepare a revised submission. The reviewers feel that your manuscript has been considerably improved and describes a very nice study which gives a lot of new insight. Still, there remains some aspects that need your attention (see below).

In recognition of the fact that revisions may take longer than the two months we typically allow, until the research enterprise restarts in full, we will give authors as much time as they need to submit revised manuscripts.

Summary:

The manuscript reports cross-kingdom RNA interference (ck-RNAi) in the interaction of oomycetes that are very different from fungi and plants which leads to suppression of the plant defence. Further, a novel CRISPR endoribonuclease Csy4/GUS repressor reporter was developed to visualize in situ pathogen-induced target suppression in *Arabidopsis thaliana*. This first use of an in situ silencing reporter in the context of ck-RNAi demonstrates the presence of pathogen small RNAs in host cells. The ck-RNAi phenotype was only observed in plant cells near the oomycete and was also specific for the oomycete investigated. The author\'s findings that deletion of the plant dicer-like machinery results in enhanced oomycete burden suggest that this represents an interesting example of oomycete-to-plant ck-RNAi.

Essential revisions:

1\) The one item of some significance remains the 5\'-RACE data and more specifically the conclusions being drawn from those data. Figure 1F-H and associated text: The reviewers still feel the data shown do not support the conclusions being made. These data are not strong enough to conclude slicing for either mRNA. We are aware that the previous studies cited (Cai et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016) have concluded slicing based on 5\'-ends that are not at position 10/11. But just because other studies have made such conclusions does not mean that they were correct. We are aware of no biochemical evidence whatsoever that shows that *At*AGO1 ever can cut anywhere but position 10/11. One explanation in some cases could be that there are \"isomiRs\" (positional variants of the sRNAs), but the authors backed off of that claim (correctly, since there\'s no evidence presented). We really don\'t think these data can be used to draw any firm conclusions and suggest they be struck from the study or presented/discussed as inconclusive rather than conclusive data. This does not substantially affect the overall conclusions of the whole study, which we feel are very convincing based on all the other data shown.

2\) Supplementary file 2 holds the predicted targets. How conserved are these targeted sequences among Arabidopsis accessions?

Other critical points:

1\) The PR1 and PDF1.2 expression analysis shows no difference. We think the choice of these genes is not optimal as clearly the plant mounts a defense? response in ago1 mutants visible through the trailing necrosis. So, what is activated then?

2\) We are considering the *P. capsici* experiments as suboptimal. The images show sporangia and at 48-72hpi most host tissue is likely dead and therefore unable to activate GUS.

3\) We are also concerned by the choice of the *WNK2* promoter to drive the Csy4 reporter. The authors state that transcript levels of *WNK2* are altered in compatible vs incompatible interactions. Is it clear that the transcript levels are altered post-transcriptionally and that the promoter itself shows the same responsiveness in different infection scenarios?

4\) Have the authors addressed whether the *Hpa* sRNAs could also target *Hpa* transcripts or are they exclusive to plant transcripts? I could not find such data.

5\) Point 4 in the previous points from reviewers is still valid and, in our view, using bacteria as an additional system is debatable.

10.7554/eLife.56096.sa2

Author response

\[Editors' note: the authors resubmitted a revised version of the paper for consideration. What follows is the authors' response to the first round of review.\]

> Essential revisions:
>
> 1\) In general, some reviewers were concerned about the conceptual novelty of this study.

We are convinced that our study provides conceptual novel insights into the mechanism of cross-kingdom RNAi. First, we here provided data that expand the concept of cross-kingdom RNAi as a virulence strategy into a new pathogen class, that of the oomycetes. Cross-kingdom RNAi events have been found in fungal, plant, and animal systems. However, oomycetes have been estimated to have diverged from the plant, animal or fungal clades over 1.5 billion years ago (Parfrey et al., 2011). Under this aspect, we suggest that cross-kingdom RNAi is either evolutionary deeply conserved among distinct eukaryotic pathogens, or it has been independently evolved multiple times. Given that, we feel that our manuscript contains clearly conceptual novelty and it is noteworthy that cross-kingdom RNAi occurs in phylogenetic very distinct organismic interactions.

From the technical point of view, we would also like to point out that we provide a novel type of cross-kingdom silencing reporter in this manuscript. This reporter is based on an inverse readout, meaning that our reporter is switched on by the action of a pathogen small RNA entering a host plant cell and RNAi machinery. This is superior to other cross-kingdom RNAi reporters that typically quantify reduction of target gene expression, for instance by fusion to a fluorescence reporter (e.g. GFP). Using our novel and unique cross-kingdom RNAi reporter, we are able to visualize, which plant cells experience pathogen small RNA-induced gene silencing. With this reporter, we provide conceptual new insights into the spatial-temporal effects of cross-kingdom RNAi in the infected host plant tissue during pathogen attack. We foresee that this novel class of cross-kingdom RNAi reporter will be widely used in future research on inter-kingdom RNA communication.

> 2\) It needs to be indicated whether the H. arabidopsidis small RNAs were cross-linked to AGO1 before immunoprecipitation in the Materials and methods. Also, were any controls included using an unrelated protein e.g. with a basic domain that unspecifically binds RNAs. This is highly relevant to show the specificity because the authors identified so many RNAs.

We thank the reviewer for this important suggestion. We have now implemented a new paragraph describing the applied protocol in greater detail in the Materials and methods section. We now state that there was no cross-linking for *At*AGO-IP coupled to small RNA analysis. Regarding an independent control experiment that rules out any unspecific small RNA binding to Arabidopsis *At*AGO1, we have performed an additional experiment, in which we in parallel pulled down *At*AGO1 and *At*AGO2 for small RNA deep sequencing using *Hyaloperonospora*-infected leaf materials. We decided on *At*AGO2 as our control, because *At*AGO2 is a small RNA binding protein in Arabidopsis, but typically binds types of plant small RNAs different to *At*AGO1 (Mi et al., 2008). AGO2 as a control were also used in fungal-plant cross-kingdom RNAi studies (Weiberg et al., 2013, Wang et al., 2013). Indeed, our new data indicate enriched binding of the *Hyaloperonospora* small RNAs under investigation to *At*AGO1 compared to *At*AGO2. This is in line with the *At*AGO1 and *At*AGO2 pull-down coupled to small RNA RT-PCR results, as presented in Figure 2---figure supplement 2. We now have incorporated the new data of *Hyaloperonospora* small RNA reads found in *At*AGO1 or *At*AGO2 into the Supplementary file 2. The new sequencing data of *At*AGO1 and *At*AGO2 co-IP will be added to the NCBI SRA database, upon acceptance of the manuscript.

> 3\) Adding data indicating whether other infection with other oomycetes also results in trailing necrosis in the ago1-variants is required to increase the scope of this paper.

We thank the reviewer for this suggestion. We have now investigated and compared the infection phenotypes of Arabidopsis wild type and *ago1* mutant plants after inoculation with another oomycete, white rust pathogen *Albugo laibachii*. This infection assay was repeated three times. In none of these could we detect any obvious phenotypic differences between wild type and *atago1-27* plants, and we also did not observe any trailing necrosis in *atago1-27*. Based on this result, we believe that trailing necrosis occurring in the Arabidopsis *ago1* mutants is rather specific to *H. arabidopsidis* infection. We would like to emphasize that this result does not exclude the possibility of cross-kingdom RNAi in the Arabidopsis-*Albugo* interaction. The new data on *Albugo* infection phenotypes are now described in subsection "Arabidopsis *atago1* exhibited enhanced disease resistance against downy mildew" and incorporated into the new Figure 2---figure supplement 6C and D.

> 4\) An STTM construct against sRNA that had no predicted targets is a necessary control.

We understand and share the reviewer's concern about the possibility that our STTM RNA could have imposed a general immune reaction in plants, and thus this experiment requires a necessary control. In order to minimize the chance of the STTM affecting general immune reaction, we have inoculated our STTM lines with the bacterial pathogen *Pseudomonas syringae* pv *tomato* strain DC3000 as a control, that does not possess a canonical RNAi pathway. In this experiment, we did not observe any increased resistance of STTM plants compared to wild type. That means STTM expressing plants confer resistance exclusively to *H. arabidopsidis*. We now have included description of the bacterial pathogen data in subsection "*Hpas*RNAs are crucial for virulence" and presented them in the new Figure 3D. We decided to not construct additional new STTMs against *Hyaloperonospora* small RNAs for plant transformation, which were not predicted to target plant genes, because this would not exclude the possibility of plant gene silencing, as we chose stringent criteria for target prediction to minimize the number of false positives.

> 5\) The reporter system described is nice, but confirmation by another method is needed to confirm the value of the results. This could be done by FISH or RNA sequencing.

We thank the reviewer(s) for the comments to confirm our novel reporter system. We have undertaken two additional experiments to further validate the strength of our reporter. First, specific activation of *GUS* upon *H. arabidopsidis* infection was confirmed by quantitative RT-PCR. However, we have experienced the same only moderate effects in *GUS* up-regulation similar to down-regulation of Arabidopsis target mRNAs *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* by *H. arabidopsidis* infection. Thanks to our novel reporter system we now understand that the effect of pathogen small RNAs is restricted to plant cells under direct infection by *H. arabidopsidis*. We have not included the *GUS* expression data into the manuscript, because we think that the data do not provide any additional information to the readership. However, we are happy to share *GUS* expression data as [Author response image 1](#sa2fig1){ref-type="fig"}. Upon request, we can include the data in the manuscript. In a second experiment, we have challenged our reporter plants with the hemibiotrophic oomycete pathogen *Phytophthora capsici*. As displayed in Figure 4---figure supplement 6, *Hpa*sRNA2 is conserved among oomycetes, but the additional mismatches in the seed region and the predicted cleavage position make efficient silencing highly unlikely as also pointed out by reviewer 3. We observed GUS activation in few, individual plant cells, but these were independent from infection sites. This result supports the specificity of the reporter system to individual pathogen small RNAs (in our case from *H. arabidopsidis*) that are functional to enter plant cells and induce cross-kingdom RNAi. We now have incorporated phenotype data of *P. capsici* infection into the new Figure 1---figure supplement 5B.

![Relative GUS mRNA levels in cross-kingdom RNAi reporter plants upon water treatment or *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation at 5 dpi.\
*AtActin* was used as a reference gene. Expression was measured in four independent biological replicates.](elife-56096-resp-fig1){#sa2fig1}

We believe that confirming experiments suggested by one reviewer, such as single cell RNA sequencing and RNA FISH, are beyond the scope of this study, as these experiments are highly challenging and cannot be provided by our laboratory in reasonable time. Just to share some thoughts about this, cell-specific RNA-seq is a very challenging experiment, as *H. arabidopsidis* is growing mainly through the leaf intercellular space. Laser micro-dissection was indeed successfully used to collect plant epidermis cells under direct fungal infection by e.g. powdery mildew or rust (Chandran et al., 2010; Hacquard et al., 2010). However, we are not aware of any protocol available or any lab in the world that succeeded in collecting the leaf parenchyma cells that are in direct contact with *H. arabidopsidis* cells, with keeping the RNA intact. Moreover, the most solid visualization of *H. arabidopsidis* infection is Trypan Blue staining involving leaf fixation with lactophenol that is not compatible with any downstream RNA analysis. Given the fact that cross-kingdom RNAi reporter, *At*AGO1-IP, plant *ago1* mutant phenotypes, and STTM plants are independent experiments that all contribute to or provide direct evidence for pathogen small RNA-induced plant gene silencing, let us conclude that cross-kingdom RNAi is a virulence strategy of *H. arabidopsidis*.

> 6\) Figure 2: The images are unclear, adding propidium iodide staining of the same mutants is needed to confirm the cell death.

We appreciate this suggestion. We have now used Propidium Iodide staining of wild type and *ago1* mutant plants at 7 dpi with *H. arabidopsidis*. In summary, microscopic examination revealed fluorescence activity in *ago1* mutants, probably indicating dead plant cells, however to us the pictures are less informative than Trypan Blue staining, because it was impossible to localize *H. arabidopsidis* in the Propidium Iodide assay. To our knowledge, Trypan Blue staining is a well-established method to visualize the pathogen structure and it can detect local plant cell death upon *H. arabidopsidis* infection in parallel (Knoth and Eulgem, 2008; van Wees, 2008). Representative Propidium Iodide microscopic images are shown in [Author response image 2](#sa2fig2){ref-type="fig"}, but have not been included in the manuscript.

![Arabidopsis wild type, *atago1-27* and *atago1-45* plants were stained with Propidium Iodide at 7 dpi with *H. arabidopsidis*.\
Fluorescence signals were detected with a rhodamine filter set and are shown in yellow. A minimum of 5 leaves was inspected per genotype with comparable results.](elife-56096-resp-fig2){#sa2fig2}

> 7\) Figures 1F-1G: The data for AtWNK2 are not convincing. Bands are fuzzy and vague, and the RNA ends cloned are nowhere near the scissile phosphate at position 10-11. We do not consider that target verified. If it\'s due to \"alternative sRNAs\" (as suggested in the Results), then these alternatives should be shown, and that hypothesis directly tested. As it stands, that target verification is not well supported.

We agree with the reviewer that RACE-PCR bands are not perfect in showing a clear cleavage product for *AtWNK2*. However, sequencing PCR products revealed that *Hpa*-infected wild type plants indeed contained mRNA 5\` ends that fall into the predicted cleavage site. To make these more obvious, we have repeated the whole experiment by isolating fresh RNA from infected plants and performed another independent RACE-PCR and sequence analysis for *AtWNK2*. By this, we could identify additional clones confirming cleavage at the predicted target site of *Hpa*sRNA2. The numbers have now been incorporated into updated Figure 1H. As pointed out by the reviewer, our sequencing results indicated cleavage of *AtWNK2* at position 11/12, 12/13, which is not the exact position of 10/11. We have stated this observation in the manuscript text. We removed our comment that this slight shift might be indicative for alternative *Hpa*sRNAs, which we agree with the reviewer, is not supported by the accompanying experiments in this manuscript.

However, we would like to emphasise that unexpected shift of the cleavage position had been also reported in previous plant-fungal cross kingdom RNAi studies (Cai et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016).

> Reviewer \#1:
>
> \[...\]
>
> Specific Comments
>
> 1\) Introduction: The statement that ck-RNAi has only been observed in fungal-plant interactions is not exactly true. Although other studies may not use the term ck-RNAi, I believe that this phenotype has been observed in other instances across kingdoms (with some contention -- See PMID 31018602: Zeng J. Cells. 2019. Cross-Kingdom Small RNAs Among Animals, Plants and Microbes).

We have corrected this sentence and acknowledge correctly recently published work to this subject. The text now reads: "The exchange of small RNAs between host and pathogen can lead to functional gene silencing in the recipient organism, a mechanism termed cross-kingdom RNAi (ck-RNAi). While fungal small RNAs promoting virulence is relatively well established, it is not clear how conserved and significant ck-RNAi is for virulence of distinct plant pathogens."

> 2\) Results section: The sRNA populations of oomycetes have previously been reported to be 21 and 25 nt as the authors also mention, so the language indicating that this is the first example needs to be refined (for example PMID 28512457).

We have removed the sentence, claiming a "first report" to avoid confusion. We now have included the suggested reference next to the Fahlgren et al. citation.

> 3\) It needs to be indicated whether the H. arabidopsidis small RNAs were cross-linked to AGO1 before immunoprecipitation in the Materials and methods. Also, were any controls included using an unrelated protein e.g. with a basic domain that unspecifically binds RNAs. This is highly relevant to show the specificity because the authors identified so many RNAs.

We have addressed this comment in the essential revision under point 2. In brief, we now describe that *At*AGO pull-down experiments were done without any cross-linking in the Materials and methods section. We performed a new experiment of *At*AGO1 and *At*AGO2-IP sRNA-seq and we now provide new data (Supplementary file 2) that validate *Hyaloperonospora* small RNAs under investigation were enriched in binding to *At*AGO1.

> 4\) In the experiments of Figure 1---figure supplement 3, why are the AtAED3 levels so different between the\" WT mock\" and \"WT infected\" at the \"before infection\" time point? The levels are so much lower for both conditions after infection that it is hard to understand these data. More explanation needs to be added?

We have now included an additional explanation why expression levels are changed also under mock condition. One explanation might be the high humidity (almost 100%) during the course of infection. We have added a sentence "that might have been caused by the almost 100% relative humidity during the infection assay".

> 5\) Would it be possible to pull down the HpasRNAs and detect AtAGO1 by western with a tagged STTM construct? The levels might be too low for this to be feasible.

We thank the reviewer for this intriguing idea. However, we agree with the reviewer that this is not feasible.

> 6\) In Figure 4---figure supplement 2A, is the \"0\" symbol indicating wobble pairings? If so, I am not sure if they are all labeled correctly. G-U is generally denoted as a wobble. Also, I would recommend writing U instead of T in the various RNAs shown throughout the text.

We wish to thank the reviewer for pointing out the mistakes in the alignment. We now have fixed all of them.

> 7\) More detail to plant specific methods and terminology needs to be added to broaden the scope of the manuscript (R genes, T-DNA insertion, \"debilitated endogenous RNAs\", etc). In addition, the authors need to define the GUS reporter at use (or in the Materials and methods).

We have made significant efforts to make our manuscript easier to read and understandable to the broad readership of *eLife*. As suggested by this reviewer, we have defined *R* genes and T-DNA insertion lines as : "While *atwnk2-2* and *ataed3-1* are two SALK/SAIL lines (Alonso et al., 2003) that carry a T-DNA insertion in their CDS, respectively, we now re-located the T-DNA insertion of the *atwnk2-3* plant line from the last exon into the 3´ UTR, based on sequencing the T-DNA flanking sites" We also have changed the term "debilitated endogenous RNAs" to "impaired function of endogenous sRNAs".

> 8\) Adding data indicating whether other infection with other oomycetes also results in trailing necrosis in the ago1-variants is required to increase the scope of this paper.

We have addressed this comment in the essential revision point 3. In brief, we now have investigated the infection phenotype of Arabidopsis *ago1* mutants after inoculation with the white rust pathogen *Albugo laibachii*. We could not detect any trailing necrosis; thus, it seems that this particular phenotype is specific to *H. arabidopsidis* infection. The data are now described in subsection "Arabidopsis *atago1* exhibited enhanced disease resistance against downy mildew" and in the new Figure 2---figure supplement 6C and D.

> 9\) A line further describing the STTM concept for Figure 3B would be beneficial.

We now have added a sentence that describes the STTM lines, as follows: "The triple STTM RNA was designed to bind the target pathogen small RNAs *Hpa*sRNA2, *Hpa*sRNA30, and *Hpa*sRNA90 by base-pairing. An intended 3-base loop structure at the position 10/11 from the 5\` ends of the small RNAs was incorporated to block any potential cleavage by plant AGO. The STTM strategy has been used in plants to scavenge small RNAs to prevent gene silencing of their native target genes (Tang et al., 2012)."

> 10\) Are the differences in Figure 3---figure supplement 1 significant? I assume not since all other figures include significance?

We apologize for being unclear. These data do not indicate statistical significance. We now have stated in the figure legend: "The differences of the average are not statistically significant as determined by Student's t-test."

> 11\) Did the authors ever try to make STTM constructs for a single HpasRNA instead of three? Is it surprising that an STTM construct against only 3 sRNA can have such drastic impact on infection? Do the authors have examples of sRNA that did not shown an effect on infection? Alternatively, an STTM construct against sRNA that had no predicted targets would be a necessary control.

We are very excited about the observed reduced infection levels in our triple STTM plants. Yet, we have not tested the contribution of single sRNA STTMs. Nevertheless, we have now performed infection assays with the bacterial pathogen *P. syringae* in order to test, if STTMs induce a more general immune response. We can now exclude this possibility, because we did not observe any enhanced resistance of STTM plants against *P. syringae*. These data are now incorporated into the manuscript in Figure 3D.

> 12\) The right panel of Figure 4---figure supplement 1A would benefit from slightly more explanation in the legend.

We have added an explanatory sentence into the legend of Figure 4---figure supplement 1, stating: "Gene models of *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3*. The insertion site of the T-DNA is marked by the triangles and the genotyping primer binding sites are shown with arrows."

> 13\) The labeling of significance throughout the paper is confusing (What is the difference between a, b, a\', b\', ab, etc.?). The figure legends also sometimes define the same statistical abbreviation multiple times, which could be condensed for simplicity.

We apologize for the confusion. We thought to use dashes, if ANOVA tests were not to compare between all the treatments, but only between the treatments of a given time point. We have clarified this now in the Materials and methods section. We now also indicate the used statistics at the end of each figure legend in order to avoid repetition. We hope that this brings clarification and simplicity.

> 14\) "We expected those plant lines to become more resistant against H. arabidopsidis" should point out that you expect these strains to be more resistant compared to a T-DNA insertion line, right?

The assumption made by this reviewer is correct. To avoid misunderstandings, we have now clarified this point, which now reads: "We expected those plant lines to become more resistant against *H. arabidopsidis*, compared to the knockout mutant lines *ataed3-1* and *atwnk2-2*."

> 15\) How do the findings of Figure 4---figure supplement 4A on the overexpression strains fit with the rest of the model?

We interpret the data as further indicator that *AtWNK2* is part in the plant immune system, because overexpression of immunity genes often leads to autoimmune response. We now state in the manuscript text: "*AtWNK2*r-OE plants showed ectopic cell death in distance from infection sites (Figure 4---figure supplement 4A), as previously described for overexpression lines of other immunity factors, such as *At*BAK1 (Domínguez-Ferreras et al., 2015)."

> 16\) In Figure 4---figure supplement 4, would measuring oomycete DNA be appropriate for comparisons with the rest of the paper?

We agree with the reviewer. Nevertheless, given that such data are of minor relevance, we decided to work on the major critics that have been raised by the three reviewers and the editor for a revised version of this manuscript.

> 17\) The manuscript has a lot of supplemental material. It seems like some of the supplemental material should be in the main text (Parts of Figure 1---figure supplement 3, Figure 2---figure supplement 1 and Figure 4---figure supplement 4 perhaps?)

We have carefully chosen most representative and informative data as main figures of the manuscript, and we feel to not overload those with additional data. However, we are totally open for suggestions, which data could be moved from the supplementary section into the main manuscript.

> 18\) Do the authors have ideas about how the sRNAs are delivered to the plant? Would it be worth a sentence or two postulating in the discussion?

We are happy to share our thoughts on the matter of small RNA delivery in the Discussion section. In fact, extracellular vesicles have garnered a lot of attention in the context of small RNA transport during plant-microbe interactions. We therefore discuss about EVs as potential vehicle of small RNAs based on published reports, and now include a statement in the Discussion: "By which pathways and mechanisms *H. arabidopsidis* small RNAs are translocated into plant cells remains an open question. \[...\] In this regard, transfer of plant small RNA into pathogen cells via exosomal vesicles was reported to induce cross-kingdom RNAi (Cai et al., 2018; Hou et al., 2019), making extracellular vesicles a prime suspect for *H. arabidopsidis* small RNA transport into plant cells."

> 19\) Would it be possible to use FISH to stain for the *A. thaliana* mRNA targets and show that they are decreased in the area around the oomycete? The reporter system described is nice, but confirmation by another method is essential to confirm the results.

We have addressed this comment in the essential revision under point 5.

> 20\) Can the authors speculate on why atwnk2-3 did not have a phenotype similar to atwnk2-2 in Figure 4A?

We believe that the difference might be due to the fact that T-DNA is inserted in the 3' UTR in *atwnk2-3* plants, and thus might represent a weaker knockout allele. We now have stated this in the text, accordingly.

> 21\) The authors might consider adding a discussion point on the recently published paper PMID 31333714 describing an example of a fungal pathogen that does not undergo ck-RNAi to the end of the Discussion. This new publication might also partially agree with the findings in Figure 2---figure supplement 6? It seems possible that the fungal pathogen tested may also not be using ck-RNAi (see also Hou et al., 2019). Alternatively, it may just utilize a different AGO protein?

We agree with the reviewer to include such a possibility in our discussion part by referring to recent publications. However, we do not feel confident to speculate if plant *ago1* mutants do not exhibit enhanced disease resistance, as in the cases of *Erysiphe* and *Albugo*, those pathogens are not capable to use small RNAs for infection. As already pointed out by the reviewer, this observation could be explained by various reasons, including a balancing effect between the use for pathogen small RNAs and the use of endogenous plant miRNAs and siRNAs to regulate immune activation. Nevertheless, we now discuss on potential absence of cross-kingdom RNAi in individual pathogen systems in the last part of the discussion.

> 22\) It is difficult to see the second band in Figure 1F for AtWNK2. It would also be more convincing to have the WT and resistant target samples all run together on the same blot to observe the minor shift the authors described in the text.

We now provide the original gel pictures in the modified Figure 1F and 1G including a size marker that allow to directly compare band sizes between the wild type plants and plants expressing a target site resistant version in the respective target genes knockout background.

> 23\) Figure 1---figure supplement 1A would be better in color or with a slightly different color scheme.

We now make the color code in Figure 1---figure supplement 1A compatible to Figure 1---figure supplement 1B.

> 24\) Can the layout of Figure 1---figure supplement 5 be matched to Figure 1E in in terms of inset orientation and inclusion of numbers of observed phenotypes?

We now have made the suggested changes in the Figure 1---figure supplement 5, accordingly.

> 25\) "HpasRNA30 was detectable in infected plant leaves at 4 and 7 dpi by stem-loop RT-PCR, but not at 0 and 1 dpi supporting that this sRNA was produced by *H. arabidopsidis* but not by Arabidopsis" -- Does this line intend to mean that the sRNA was produced by *H. arabidopsidis* infection but not by uninfected *A. thaliana*?

The assumption of this reviewer is correct. We have clarified this point, as follows: "The *Hpa*sRNA30 sequence mapped only to the *Hyaloperonospora* genome but not the Arabidopsis reference (see Materials and methods), and it was detected only in infected plants at 4 and 7 dpi by stem-loop RT-PCR (Figure 1---figure supplement 2). Thus, we concluded *Hpa*sRNA30 was produced by *H. arabidopsidis* but not by Arabidopsis.".

> 26\) More background info on the selected target genes in the beginning of the Results would allow the reader to appreciate their importance for infection earlier than the end of the discussion.

We now have added a sentence at the beginning of the result part: "In addition, members of the WNK protein family and extracellular aspartyl proteases have been previously linked to stress responses and immunity (Balakireva and

Zamyatnin, 2018; Cao-Pham et al., 2018)."

> Reviewer \#2:
>
> \[...\]
>
> Major comments:
>
> -- I\'m not very supportive of the \"invasion\" terminology used in the title and in several places in the manuscript, as it implies a mechanism of AGO loading, and this mechanism is not described in the manuscript. It could be passive loading due to concentration, and a passive movement is not an invasion.

According to the reviewer\`s concern, we now have modified the term to avoid any misunderstandings. The title was changed to "Oomycete small RNAs bind to the plant RNA-induced silencing complex for virulence". Throughout the manuscript text, we exchanged "invade" with either "enter" or "translocate".

> -- Throughout the manuscript, there are claims of priority (\"first sRNA transcriptome\", \"data providing first evidence that\", etc.) that should be removed as most journals don\'t allow this.

We thank the reviewer for this hint. We have now changed the respective terminology and removed the claims of priority.

> -- It would be interesting to know the genomic origin of the Hpa 21-mers found in the AGO1-IP samples. Do they predominantly derive from un-annotated regions?

To provide this valuable information, we now have included a respective column in Supplementary file 2. The data represent all small RNAs mapped to non-annotated regions, with one exception that mapped to an intronic region of a protein coding gene. We have included in the text: "Most of the *At*AGO1-bound *Hpa*sRNAs with predicted Arabidopsis target genes mapped to non-annotated, intergenic regions (Supplementary file 2)."

> -- Also, there\'s no analysis of the genomic sources of the three small RNAs that are used the most in this work, HpasRNA2, HpasRNA30 and HpasRNA90. What are the source loci?

These three small RNAs originate from non-annotated, intergenic genomic regions. We now include this information in the Supplementary file 2.

> -- For the construct with the miR164 target sites flanking Csy4, why is there not constitutive GUS production? miR164 should be expressed in the leaves.

We appreciate this comment. We now provide additional information in our manuscript. In brief, Arabidopsis miR164 expression is refined to the apical meristem in younger, developing leaves at the serrating leaf margins (Nikovics et al., 2006). Our miR164-specific GUS reporter confirms such an expression pattern around the leaf teeth (see [Author response image 3](#sa2fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In addition, we also detected GUS activation in some leaf meristem cells. However, these are unrelated to *H. arabidopsis* infection, as we cannot find any pathogen hyphae at these spots in the microscopy images. In addition, the miR164-specific GUS reporter was constitutively activated in adult rosette leaves. We have obtained such results through our infection assay with *P. capsici* (see [Author response image 3B](#sa2fig3){ref-type="fig"}). We are happy to include the results into our manuscript, upon request.

![*AtmiR164* reporter plants revealed GUS activation at leaf teeth and in mature leaves.\
a) Plants expressing AtmiR164 target site (ts) reporter displayed GUS activation at the serrated leaf tips and at the leaf tooth. In rare cases (two over all three round of experimental replication), also patchy GUS activity was observed, which was unlinked to pathogen presence. b) In mature plants, GUS activity was visible throughout the leaf in AtmiR164ts reporter plants, here shown with infecting *P. capsici*. However, GUS activity was independent of the pathogen presence. Scale bars represent 50 μm.](elife-56096-resp-fig3){#sa2fig3}

> -- Could authors specify the sequence of the alternative HpasRNA90/HpasRNA2 found in their libraries and the abundance for each of the libraries? Were they also found in AGO1-IP libraries? Do the authors hypothesize that the HpasRNAs that are cleaving the Ath targets are different from those that they identified in the AGO1-IP libraries, but come from the same \"sRNA precursor\"? It is not clear in the text what the hypothesis is.

We thank the reviewer for pointing out this unclarity. For target gene prediction, the sRNAs were grouped, if their 5' end position and 3' end position were within a 3-nucleotides sliding window, but mapped to the same genomic locus, according to Weiberg et al., 2013. Reads with slight differences at 5\` and 3\` ends were identified throughout all libraries. Thus, prediction of the slicing position was eventually deviating from the expected position 10/11. We now have clarified small RNA definition for target gene prediction within the Materials and methods part. Moreover, we have now removed our comment that this slight shift might be indicative for alternative HpasRNAs, which we agree with the reviewer \#3 is not supported by the accompanying experiments in this manuscript.

> -- Several images in figures contain numbers on the upper right corner. However, it is unclear what these numbers are. Maybe the number of images that look like this out of the total? But then why are several zero? Please explain these in the figure legends and the text.

We apologize for this confusion and we have now clarified this aspect in our figures and manuscript. As already assumed by the reviewer, the digits incorporated into the figures refer to the case number of a certain event, e.g. trailing necrosis or GUS activity, in relation to the total number of the inspected leaves. In case of a zero value, it means that not a single leaf displayed the event. For example, (0/34) in Figure 2A means that not a single leaf out of 34 inspected leaves showed trailing necrosis. We have now specified an explanation at the end of each figure legend that comes together with the applied statistical test in order to improve the understanding of each figure. However, we believe that additional explanation on this subject in the main manuscript would introduce lots of redundancy, in that case we decided to not make changes in the manuscript text.

> -- Figure 1G: Why is the cleavage not between the 10th and 11th nucleotides of the small RNA, in either case? This is atypical, and perhaps indicative that this small RNA is not the cause of the cleavage. Also, the number of captured cleavage events is very low. This is a case in which degradome or PARE sequencing would be far more convincing.

We noticed this unexpected shift in the expected cleavage sites. One explanation that is already mentioned in the manuscript text, is alternative *H. arabidopsidis* small RNA sequences that we detected in our small RNA-seq data could be responsible for alternative mRNA cleavage position. Slight shifts away from the expected cleavage position were also reported in other studies describing cross kingdom RNAi (Cai et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016). Thus, this seems to be a common observation that could be also partially explained by rapid degradation of 5\` uncapped mRNA cleavage products. We believe that this circumstance makes it so hard to detect the expected, precise *AtWNK2* mRNA cleavage product in our study. In any case, we have run an independent RACE-PCR experiments extracting fresh RNA from *H. arabidopsis*-infected wild type plants. From this, we sequenced additional clones that confirmed cleavage sites in the predicted target sequence of *HpasiR2*. The data are now incorporated into the updated Figure 1h. In theory, PARE sequencing could give additional information on global mRNA cleavage profiles, however, in this study, our goal was to confirm predicted target mRNA slicing of two Arabidopsis genes.

> -- Figure 2: I think it would be informative if the authors could label the structures observed in the images. What are Hpa haustorium?

We now have included arrow symbols to point *H. arabidopsidis* haustoria in microscopic images in Figure 2. A respective introduction of the arrow symbols is included in the figure legend, accordingly.

> -- Figure 2: The images are unclear to me. I suggest to adding propidium iodide staining of the same mutants to confirm the cell death.

We have addressed this comment in the essential revision under point 6. In brief, we now have performed Propidium Iodide staining experiments upon *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation. Results can be found in the [Author response image 2](#sa2fig2){ref-type="fig"}.

> -- Figure 2---figure supplement 4: It would be interesting to have also the ago1-27 mutant in mock conditions, to be able to make a full comparison.

Indeed, it would be interesting to include an *atago1-27* mock condition in this experiment. In our opinion, this condition contributes to a lesser extent to the major scope of this study, and therefore was not included in this revision.

> -- Figure 3: For clarity, I suggest adding a representation of the alignment of the HpasRNAs and the STTM sRNAs next to Figure 3A.

We have now added the respective alignments as part of a modified Figure 3A.

> -- Figure 3---figure supplement 1A: I suggest including all the time points in each graph to show that the de-repression only occurs at the mentioned time point. Also, it would be nice to have line \#5 for comparison.

We here have focused on respective time points to investigate the effect of STTMs. Since the two data sets come from two independent experiments with the respective time points taken, it is unfortunately not possible to display the entire time course. It would mix up data of two different experimental sets in one graph, which we believe is misleading. We agree that data for STTM \#5 would be nice for comparison, but we had to make priorities for the experiments to be feasible in the given time frame and therefore selected only one line for these measurements.

> -- Subsection "Arabidopsis target genes of Hyaloperonospora sRNAs contribute to plant defence": I do not understand why the mutant lines complemented with the native genes under their own promoter do not behave like WT.

We apologize for this misunderstanding. In this experiment, we did not use wild type plants as our control, but the respective T-DNA insertion knockout line that we transformed with an empty vector. We believe that this is a more appropriate control than wild type plants, as these also represent transformed individuals. To clarify this point, we now state in: "We expected those plant lines to become more resistant against *H. arabidopsidis*, compared to the knockout mutant lines *ataed3-1* and *atwnk2-2*."

> -- Discussion: most of the discussion is more a summary of the work presented in the Results section rather than a discussion of the results in the context of the available literature. It is also hard to read at some points (i.e.: \"AtAGO1 was a major RISC that was hijacked by HpasRNAs to success infection, because both blocking HpasRNAs by transgenic target mimics and dysfunctional atago1 mutant alleles displayed a clear disease resistance phenotype\").

We thank the reviewer for this comment. We have revised the Discussion section, accordingly, and now cite additional literature to set our findings into the context of current knowledge in the field. Thereby, we hope to provide the readership a valuable discussion and conclusion of our findings.

> Reviewer \#3:
>
> \[...\]
>
> Specific Comments:
>
> 1\) Should there be some kind of control for the AGO1-IP? A no-Ab IP, for instance, or an IP against an irrelevant protein, to assess background levels of contamination? Without this it\'s quite possible that many of these are non-specific interactions. This doesn\'t really impact the two small RNAs that were focused on with all of the subsequent focused experiments, but it does seem important to substantiate the claim that there are many of these invading small RNAs that become associated with host AGO1.

We have addressed this comment in the essential revision under point 2. In brief, we now have implemented a new dataset of *At*AGO1 and *At*AGO2-IP RNA-seq at 4 dpi with *H. arabidopsidis*, with *At*AGO2-IP as a control sample. Our data indicates that most *H. arabidopsidis* small RNAs under investigation are enriched in binding to *At*AGO1. We think *At*AGO2 is a valuable control, as it also binds to small RNAs, but to different small RNA populations compared to *At*AGO1 (Mi et al., 2008). Our new *At*AGO sRNA-seq data are now available in Supplementary file 2.

> 2\) Figures 1F-1G: The data for AtWNK2 are not convincing to me. Bands are fuzzy and vague, and the RNA ends cloned are nowhere near the scissile phosphate at position 10-11. I do not consider that target verified. If it\'s due to \"alternative sRNAs\" (as suggested in the Results), then these alternatives should be shown, and that hypothesis directly tested. As it stands, that target verification is not well supported.

We have addressed this comment in the essential revision under point 7. We agree with the reviewer that RACE-PCR bands are not perfect in showing a clear cleavage product for *AtWNK2*. However, sequencing PCR products revealed that *Hpa*-infected wild type plants indeed contained mRNA 5\` ends that fall into the predicted cleavage site. To make these more obvious, we have repeated the whole experiment by isolating fresh RNA from infected plants and performed another independent RACE-PCR and sequence analysis for *AtWNK2*. By this, we could identify additional clones confirming cleavage at the predicted target site of *Hpa*sRNA2. The numbers have now been incorporated into updated Figure 1H. As pointed out by the reviewer, our sequencing results indicated cleavage of *AtWNK2* at position 11/12, 12/13, which is not the exact position of 10/11. We have stated this observation in the manuscript text. We removed our comment that this slight shift might be indicative for alternative *Hpa*sRNAs, which we agree with the reviewer is not supported by the accompanying experiments in this manuscript. However, we would like to emphasise that unexpected shift of the cleavage position had been also reported in previous plant-fungal cross kingdom RNAi studies (Cai et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2016).

> 3\) More evidence against WNK2: Figure 4D shows no effect of presence or absence of the proposed sRNA target site. And the reporter (Figure 1), and STTM experiments (Figure 3) are designed against multiple pathogen small RNAs, so the contribution, if any, of the single small RNA that might target WNK2, is unknowable.

We acknowledge the concern of this reviewer. We have now weakened our statement about *AtWNK2* being a target of *Hpa*sRNA2 by RACE-PCR, accordingly. Nevertheless, STTM plants exhibited enhanced mRNA levels of *AtWNK2* compared to EV control plants, strongly suggesting that *Hpa*sRNA2 is able to suppress *AtWNK2*. Moreover, *atwnk2* knockout plants were more susceptible to *Hyaloperonospora* (Figure 4B-C), which was compensated by expressing *AtWNK2* in the mutant background.

> 4\) Figure 2H/subsection "Arabidopsis atago1 exhibited enhanced disease resistance against downy mildew": It seems that there is more pathogen in the rdr mutant and dcl triple mutant. That is consistent with prior work in Phytophthora that showed that plant secondary siRNAs attack oomycete genes. I think that interpretation and that prior work should be mentioned here. This is an alternative interpretation to the secondary siRNA --\> R gene connection that is currently discussed by the authors.

We now have extended the respective paragraph to: "Both mutants did not exhibit either trailing necrosis (Figure 2G) or reduced, but even increased, pathogen biomass (Figure 2H) upon inoculation with *H. arabidopsidis*. This higher susceptibility was also in line with the previously described role of secondary siRNAs in anti-oomycete defence silencing pathogen genes (Hou et al., 2019)." In the light of recently published literature, we have added also a new paragraph in the Discussion about the possibility of this as the first indication for bi-directional cross kingdom RNAi in the Arabidopsis/*H. arabidopsidis* interaction.

> 5\) "By Arabidopsis AtAGO1-IP coupled to sRNA-seq, we identified 34 H. arabidopsidis sRNAs that hijacked the host RNAi machinery to target multiple plant genes for silencing": This is not true. Only two small RNAs were directly shown to target plant genes, not 34. All of the others remain merely untested predictions.

We now have reworded this statement, accordingly, and it now reads: "Sequencing small RNAs isolated from Arabidopsis AGO1 revealed at least 34 *H. arabidopsidis* sRNAs that entered the host RNAi machinery and potentially target multiple plant genes for silencing."

> 6\) Figure 4---figure supplement 6B and related text (Discussion paragraph three): I disagree. This is in fact very poor evidence that the WNK2 complementary sites to this sRNA are conserved -- the bottom three alignments are almost certainly non-functional given current understanding of the base-pairing requirements for plant small RNA function.

We now have revised our statement, accordingly. We hope the reviewer can agree that the *siR2* sequence is rather conserved in oomycete pathogens, as depicted in Figure 4---figure supplement 6A. The *WNK2* target region and sites of *siR2* lies towards the Nterminal part of the gene that is also more conserved than the C-terminus (see [Author response image 4](#sa2fig4){ref-type="fig"}). However, whether individual base pairing between oomycete *siR2* and target sites can still result in gene silencing is speculative, and as rightfully pointed out by reviewer \#3 unlikely for the last three alignments shown in the Figure 4---figure supplement 6B. We have therefore rephrased the entire paragraph: "Moreover, the target site of the pathogen *siR2* homologs lies within a conserved region of other plant *WNK2* orthologs, with the lowest number of base pair mismatches occurring in the highly-adapted *A. thaliana*/*H. arabidopsidis* interaction (Figure 4---figure supplement 6B). Whether this is a sign of pathogen adaptation and whether *siR2* plays any role in other oomycete-plant interactions, remains to be further investigated."

![Alignment of the *WNK2* orthologs from four distinct plant species, Solanum lycopersicum, Nicotiana benthamiana, Glycine max and *Arabidopsis thaliana*.\
a) N-terminal section, b) full-length gene alignment indicating different levels of nucleotide sequence conservation with black (low) to red (high) sequence identity. The red arrow indicates the *siR2* target site.](elife-56096-resp-fig4){#sa2fig4}

> 7\) Introduction "Cross-kingdom RNA interference (ck-RNAi) has been reported so far only in fungal-plant interaction" and Discussion "Our study demonstrates the invasion, function, and significance of Hyaloperonospora sRNAs in virulence, the first natural ck-RNAi case ever reported for an oomycete plant pathogen": I\'m not sure about this claim. I think Wenbo Ma\'s work has already shown plant-to-oomycete small RNA activity. If true, rephrase please, because I think \"cross kingdom\" RNAi from plant to oomycete already in the literature. It would be more accurate to say this is the first report of oomycete --\> to plant RNAi transfer, as the reverse (plant --\> oomycete) has previously been demonstrated. Indeed, I was very surprised that this prior work in Phytophthora was not discussed or cited at all.

We agree that the work by Hou et al., 2019 should be cited, and we now have cited this paper in our Results and Discussion parts, stating that plant defense against oomycetes with small RNAs has been suggested (but not proven) previously. Additionally, we now have stated without a claim of priority: "Our study demonstrates that ck-RNAi occurs during *Hyaloperonospora* host infection, which contributes to the virulence of this pathogen." Moreover, we have now revised the first two sentences of our Abstract, accordingly, to avoid confusion as suggested by this and the other reviewers. It reads now: The exchange of small RNAs between host and pathogen can lead to functional gene silencing in the recipient organism, a mechanism termed cross-kingdom RNAi (ck-RNAi). While fungal small RNAs promoting virulence is relatively well established, it is not clear how conserved and significant ck-RNAi is for virulence of distinct plant pathogens.

\[Editors' note: what follows is the authors' response to the second round of review.\]

> Essential revisions:
>
> 1\) The one item of some significance remains the 5\'-RACE data and more specifically the conclusions being drawn from those data. Figure 1F-H and associated text: The reviewers still feel the data shown do not support the conclusions being made. These data are not strong enough to conclude slicing for either mRNA. We are aware that the previous studies cited (Cai et al, 2018; Zhang et al., 2016) have concluded slicing based on 5\'-ends that are not at position 10/11. But just because other studies have made such conclusions does not mean that they were correct. We are aware of no biochemical evidence whatsoever that shows that AtAGO1 ever can cut anywhere but position 10/11. One explanation in some cases could be that there are \"isomiRs\" (positional variants of the sRNAs), but the authors backed off of that claim (correctly, since there\'s no evidence presented). We really don\'t think these data can be used to draw any firm conclusions and suggest they be struck from the study or presented/discussed as inconclusive rather than conclusive data. This does not substantially affect the overall conclusions of the whole study, which we feel are very convincing based on all the other data shown.

We understand the remaining significance regarding the 5'RACE-PCR results. We agree that sequencing a few single clones to clarify the cleavage site is not sufficient, and we want to thank for the insightful comments regarding shift of cleavage sites. We now have performed a new 5'RACE-PCR experiment using *Hyaloperonospora*-infected *Arabidopsis thaliana* Col-0 plants and re-analyze cleavage sites of *AtWNK2* and *AtAED3* by next generation high-throughput sequencing. For both genes, sequencing data revealed only very few 5\` ends of mRNAs at the predicted cleavage site, while several orders of magnitude more reads mapped further 3' downstream of the target sites, indicating rapid degradation of the transcripts. The few remaining 5\` ends of mRNAs that mapped at the predicted target sites did not display a prominent peak at the expected position of 10/11. Therefore, we agree with the reviewers that the 5'RACE-PCR does not provide any direct evidence for *Hyaloperonospora* small RNA-directed transcript cleavage. Although being a negative result, we suggest to report these new data in our manuscript in Figure 1---figure supplement 4 for transparency reason, however we have removed all other RACE-PCR data from the Figure 1. Moreover, the RACE-PCR results are now clearly described as inconclusive in the manuscript text as follows:

"We isolated PCR products at the predicted cleavage sizes (Figure 1---figure supplement 4A) for next generation sequencing analysis. \[...\] Therefore, RACE-PCR did not support *Hpa*RNA-guided cleavage of the Arabidopsis target mRNAs."

We have removed a respective statement from the Abstract section of our manuscript text, accordingly.

> 2\) Supplementary file 2 holds the predicted targets. How conserved are these targeted sequences among Arabidopsis accessions?

We are happy to address this question. We now have analyzed sequence variations at the predicted target sites given in Supplementary file 2 among the sequenced Arabidopsis accessions of the \"1001 genome project\". Indeed, we detected several SNPs and indels in *Hpa*sRNA target sites in at least one *A. thaliana* accession for 34 out of 49 target genes, and some of the detected mutations most likely impair *Hpa*sRNA-induced silencing. We have now included the information of the target site position within Arabidopsis genes (5\`/3\` UTRs, CDS), and target site conservation by giving the types and numbers of mutations for each case in the Supplementary file 2. We now further providing a summary of allelic variations comprising mutations that likely disturb target silencing in a new Figure 4---figure supplement 5. We have now described these new findings in the manuscript text as follows: "To gain more information on the conservation of the 34 identified *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNAs and their 49 predicted plant target sites (Supplementary file 2) we analysed RNA sequence diversity using the *H. arabidopsidis* sequenced genomes of the Noco2, Cala2 and Emoy2 isolates (NCBI BioProject IDs: PRJNA298674; PRJNA297499, PRJNA30969) as well as in 1135 *A. thaliana* accessions published by the 1001 genome project (1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016). Interestingly, all *Hpa*sRNA genes were found by BLASTn search in the three *H. arabidopsidis* isolates with only three allelic variations identified in Emoy2 (Figure 4---figure supplement 5A). On the Arabidopsis target site, we found SNPs and indels in 70 % of all target genes (Supplementary file 2), many of those might impair in the predicted *Hpa*sRNA-induced silencing (Figure 4---figure supplement 5B)." We have joined results of our analysis on sRNA2 conservation among different oomycete species, moving it from the discussion to the result part in the manuscript text.

> Other critical points:
>
> 1\) The PR1 and PDF1.2 expression analysis shows no difference. We think the choice of these genes is not optimal as clearly the plant mounts a defense? response in ago1 mutants visible through the trailing necrosis. So, what is activated then?

We understand the reviewers' concern about expression analysis on *AtPR1* and *AtPDF1.2*. We share the surprise that strong resistance found in *atago1-27* did not result in increased expression of these two defense marker genes. To gain more insights into potential candidate genes associated with the phenotype of trailing necrosis in *atago1-27*, we have now profiled the expression of two reactive burst oxidases, *AtRBOHD* and *AtRBOHF*, in *A. thaliana* Col-0 wild type and *atago1-27* upon infection with *H. arabidopsidis*. We chose these two genes, because enhanced resistance against *H. arabidopsidis* infection accompanied with spread of cell death was previously reported for *atrbohdand atrbohf* knockout mutant plants (Torres et al., 2002). Moreover, a role in limiting salicylic acid-triggered cell death was assigned to *At*RBOHD and *At*RBOHF (Torres et al., 2005). In consistence to published data, *AtRBOHD* and *AtRBOHF* are significantly higher expressed in wild type plants compared to *atago1-27* at 7 days post inoculation. These new data provide a first hint that ROS production pathway might be involved in trailing necrosis in *atago1-27*. We have now included the new data of *AtRBOHD* and *AtRBOHF* gene expression in the new Figure 2---figure supplement 5 and have described these new findings in the manuscript text, as follows:

\"To examine plant gene expression related to induced plant cell death, as observed in *ago1* mutants, we measured transcript levels of the two NADPH oxidases *At REACTIVE BURST OXIDASE HOMOLOG* (*AtRBOH*)*B* and *AtRBOHF*. \[...\] These results gave a first hint of a host defence pathway that might be affected due to *At*AGO1-associated *Hpa*sRNAs.\"

Finding all unknown genes associated to the observed trailing necrosis in *atago1* mutant plants would however require a holistic approach such as an RNA-seq experiment, which we feel goes beyond the scope of this study.

> 2\) We are considering the P. capsici experiments as suboptimal. The images show sporangia and at 48-72hpi most host tissue is likely dead and therefore unable to activate GUS.

We understand the concern of the reviewers that *P. capsici* as a pathogen is rather suboptimal, because it might have killed infected host tissue disabling GUS activation. We would like to explain why we have chosen *P. capsici* in this assay. a) To our understanding, *P. capsici* is -- after *H. arabidopsidis* -- the second best established oomycete leaf-infecting pathogen of *A. thaliana* with standardized pathogen cultivation and plant inoculation protocols (Wang et al., 2013). b) Although a hemibiotrophic pathogen, *P. capsici* has elongated biotrophic phase of at least two days post inoculation (Wang et al., 2013). We think that images of *P. capsici*-infected *A. thaliana* reporter plants taken at 2-3 days post inoculation (dpi) were at this stage. Supporting this assumption, another Arabidopsis wild type leaf that we infected with *P. capsici* exhibited only few dead plant cells at 2 dpi, while the majority of plant cells remained viable ([Author response image 5A](#sa2fig5){ref-type="fig"}). The images of *Hpa*sRNA90/*Hpa*sRNA2 ts:Csy4 plants depict not only pathogen sporangia but also hyphae. To make this clearer, we have inserted an arrow that point at hyphae in the improved image in Figure 1---figure supplement 5. We further would like to guide your attention to the [Author response image 5B](#sa2fig5){ref-type="fig"}, which shows a leaf of the miR164 ts:Csy4 reporter line infected by *P. capsici* at 2 dpi. In this control image, sporangia and hyphae are visible; however, the leaf was stained completely blue due to *At*miR164-triggered GUS activation. Therefore, we are convinced that GUS activity in plant cells that are under infection threat by *P. capsici* at 2 dpi is possible. Based on these observations, we would like to support the results of our Csy4/GUS reporter plants with the inoculation experiments with *P. capsici*.

![Proof of the viability of Arabidopsis cells colonized by *Phytophthora capsici* under inoculation condition used in the Csy4/GUS ck-RNAi reporter-based assays.\
a) Two representative microscopy images showing Trypan-blue stained Arabidopsis leaves infected with *P. capsici* hyphae (arrows) and oospores (triangle) at 3 dpi. Local plant cell death was started eliciting at infection sites (asterisk); however, most plant cells yet appeared to be still alive. b) A mature leaf of the Csy4/GUS reporter plants including the AtmiR164 target site expressed GUS. The arrow indicates the infection structures of *P. capsici*. GUS activity was stained at 2 dpi. The scale bars represent 50 μm.](elife-56096-resp-fig5){#sa2fig5}

> 3\) We are also concerned by the choice of the WNK2 promoter to drive the Csy4 reporter. The authors state that transcript levels of WNK2 are altered in compatible vs incompatible interactions. Is it clear that the transcript levels are altered post-transcriptionally and that the promoter itself shows the same responsiveness in different infection scenarios?

We thank the reviewers for pointing out the remaining ambiguity of the intentional choice of the *AtWNK2* promoter in the reporter construct. To our opinion, *Hyaloperonospora* infection-specific GUS activation must be attributed to posttranscriptional regulation in the Arabidopsis reporter line, as the same *AtWNK2* promoter was used for all reporter constructs including the negative controls. Important to note, all transgenic plant reporter lines displayed full compatibility with *H. arabidopsidis*, we therefore exclude the possibility that differential promoter activation due to incompatible interaction could result in GUS activation only in the native target site version, but not in versions carrying the *At*miR164 target site or scrambled sequences. We have now included an explanation in the manuscript text that all reporter constructs were under the control of the same *proAtWNK2* promoter and that all transgenic reporter plant lines were fully compatible with *H. arabidopsidis*. Therefore, we concluded that the observed GUS activity induced by *H. arabidopsidis* in plants expressing Csy4 fused to *Hpa*sRNA2/*Hpa*sRNA90 target sites was neither due to target sequence-unspecific regulation of Csy4 or GUS nor pathogen-triggered regulation of the *AtWNK2* promoter.

> 4\) Have the authors addressed whether the Hpa sRNAs could also target Hpa transcripts or are they exclusive to plant transcripts? I could not find such data.

*Hpa*sRNAs listed in Supplementary file 2 are derived from non-coding regions of the *Hyaloperonospora* genome. Indeed, it is possible that they could also be capable of regulating endogenous *Hyaloperonospora* mRNAs in trans. However, sRNA-induced gene silencing in oomycetes has, to our knowledge, only been suggested *in cis* for instance in co-expressional silencing of transposons and effector genes in *Phytophthora* (Jia et al., 2017; Qutob et al., 2013). We would here be only able to provide *in silico* prediction of *Hyaloperonospora* mRNA targets based on the assumption that oomycete small RNAs function like plant small RNAs. We decided to not include this analysis in our study, because we feel that such analysis would be premature and would not provide any significantly novel insights into *Hpa*sRNA-induced endogenous gene regulation to the readership. However, if reviewers and the editor feel that such data could be useful to report, we are happy to provide an analysis on this subject.

> 5\) Point 4 in the previous points from reviewers is still valid and, in our view, using bacteria as an additional system is debatable.

We understand that using a bacterial pathogen in this assay is debatable. We have shifted these data into the figure supplement. To strengthen the result of this assay, we now provide additional data that based on two new transgenic Arabidopsis plant lines expressing either a STTM complementary to a random, scrambled sRNA sequence or complementary to a *Hyaloperonospora* rRNA-derived sRNA sequence. For both constructs, at least 5 independent T1 lines were challenged with *H. arabidopsidis*, and we did not detect any case of trailing necrosis. These results further support that expression of STTMs did not stimulate plant immunity *per se*, but blocked *Hpa*sRNA2, *Hpa*sRNA30 and *Hpa*sRNA90 activity, which resulted in reduced virulence of *H. arabidopsidis*. The new data are now included in Figure 3D and are described in the manuscript text as follows:

\"We also cloned STTMs against an rRNA-derived *Hpa*sRNA as well as against a random scrambled sequence for expression in Arabidopsis. These two types of control STTMs did not exhibit trailing necrosis in at least 5 independent T1 transgenic lines upon *H. arabidopsidis* inoculation (Figure 3D).\"
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